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...everything you wanted to say required a context. If you gave the full
context, people thought you a rambling old fool. If you didn’t give the
context, people thought you a laconic old fool.
Julian Barnes, Staring at the Sun
Abstract. A symplectic manifold gives rise to a triangulated A8-category, the derived Fukaya
category, which encodes information on Lagrangian submanifolds and dynamics as probed by
Floer cohomology. This survey aims to give some insight into what the Fukaya category is,
where it comes from and what symplectic topologists want to do with it.
1. Introduction
The origins of symplectic topology lie in classical Hamiltonian dynamics, but it also arises
naturally in algebraic geometry, in representation theory, in low-dimensional topology and in
string theory. In all of these settings, arguably the most important technology deployed in
symplectic topology is Floer cohomology, which associates to a pair of oriented n-dimensional
Lagrangian submanifolds L,L1 of a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold pX,ωq a Z2-graded
vector space HF ˚pL,L1q, which categorifies the classical homological intersection number of L
and L1 in the sense that χpHF ˚pL,L1qq “ p´1qnpn`1q{2 rLs ¨ rL1s.
In the early days of the subject, Floer cohomology played a role similar to that taken by sin-
gular homology groups in algebraic topology at the beginning of the last century: the ranks
of the groups provided lower bounds for problems of geometric or dynamical origin (numbers
of periodic points, for instance). But, just as with its classical algebro-topological sibling, the
importance of Floer cohomology has increased as it has taken on more structure. Floer coho-
mology groups for the pair pL,Lq form a unital ring, and HF ˚pL,L1q is a right module for that
ring; Floer groups for different Lagrangians are often bound together in long exact sequences;
the groups are functorial under morphisms of symplectic manifolds defined by Lagrangian cor-
respondences, and are themselves morphism groups in a category whose objects are Lagrangian
submanifolds, the Donaldson category, associated to X.
More recently, attention has focussed on more sophisticated algebraic structures, and on a
triangulated A8-category FpXq underlying the Donaldson category, known as the Fukaya cate-
gory. A8-structures occur elsewhere in mathematics, and – largely in the wake of Kontsevich’s
remarkable Homological Mirror Symmetry conjecture – it is now understood that symplectic
topology will be glimpsed, through a glass darkly, by researchers in other fields, precisely be-
cause categories of natural interest in those subjects can be interpreted as Fukaya categories of
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symplectic manifolds (often, of symplectic manifolds which at first sight are nowhere to be seen
in the sister theory). Whilst the formulation of mirror symmetry makes the relevance of Fukaya
categories manifest to algebraic geometers working with derived categories of sheaves, there are
also connections to geometric representation theorists interested in the Langlands program, to
cluster algebraists studying quiver mutation, to low-dimensional topologists working in gauge
theory or on quantum invariants of knots, and beyond. Perversely, for some the Fukaya category
might be the first point of contact with symplectic topology at all.
For the motivated graduate student aiming to bring the Fukaya category into her daily toolkit,
there are both substantive treatments [43, 88] and gentler introductions [10] already available.
This more impressionistic survey might nevertheless not be entirely unhelpful. We hope it will
motivate those using holomorphic curve theory to engage with the additional effort involved
in adopting a categorical perspective: we try to show how the increase in algebraic complexity
extends the reach of the theory, and what it means to “compute” a category. More broadly,
we hope to render the Fukaya category more accessible – or at least more familiar – to those,
perhaps in adjacent areas, who wish to learn something of what symplectic topology is concerned
with, of how triangulated categories arise in that field and what we might hope to do with them.
Apologies. Floer theory is full of subtleties, which we either ignore1 or identify and then skate
over, in the hope of not obscuring a broader perspective2. This is a rapidly evolving field and
the snapshot given here is far from comprehensive.
Acknowledgements. My view of the Fukaya category has been predominantly shaped through
conversations and collaborations with Mohammed Abouzaid, Denis Auroux and Paul Seidel. It
has been a privilege to learn the subject in their wake.
2. Symplectic background
2.1. First notions. A symplectic manifold pM2n, ωq is an even-dimensional manifold which
is obtained by gluing together open sets in R2n by diffeomorphisms whose derivatives lie in
the subgroup Sp2npRq “
 
A | AtJA “ J( ď GL2npRq, where J “ ˆ 0 ´11 0
˙
is a fixed skew-
form on Euclidean space. Taking co-ordinates zj “ xj ` iyj , 1 ď j ď n on Cn, and letting
ωst “ řj dxj ^ dyj , these are the diffeomorphisms which preserve the 2-form ωst, and in fact
a manifold is symplectic if and only if it admits a 2-form ω which is closed, dω “ 0, and
non-degenerate, ωn ą 0. This already excludes various topologies, starting with the sphere S4.
The single most important feature of symplectic geometry is that, via the identification T ˚M –
TM defined by (non-degeneracy of) ω, any smooth H : M Ñ R defines a vector field XH “
ιωpdHq, whose flow φtH preserves the symplectic structure. Thus, symplectic manifolds have
infinite-dimensional locally transitive symmetry groups, and there are no local invariants akin
to Riemannian curvature. The Darboux-Moser theorem strengthens this, asserting that (i) any
symplectic 2n-manifold is locally isomorphic to pB2n, ωstq, and (ii) deformations of ω preserving
its cohomology class can be lifted to global symplectomorphisms, at least when M is compact.
The interesting topological questions in symplectic geometry are thus global in nature. As an
1The abbreviators of works do injury to knowledge, Leonardo da Vinci, c.1510.
2I am grateful to the anonymous referee for several improvements to my skating style.
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alternative worldview, one could say that any symplectic manifold is locally as complicated as
Euclidean space, about which a vast array of questions remain open.
Two especially important classes of symplectic manifolds are:
(1) (quasi-)projective varieties X Ă PN , equipped with the restriction of the Fubini-Study
form ωFS; in particular, any finite type oriented two-dimensional surface, where the
symplectic form is just a way of measuring area;
(2) cotangent bundles T ˚Q, with the canonical form ω “ dθ, θ the Liouville 1-form, and
more generally Stein manifolds, i.e. closed properly embedded holomorphic submanifolds
of CN , equivalently complex manifolds equipped with an exhausting strictly plurisub-
harmonic function h, with ω “ ´ddch.
Symplectic manifolds are flexible enough to admit cut-and-paste type surgeries [48]; many such
in dimension four yield examples which are provably not algebraic, and one dominant theme
in symplectic topology is to understand the inclusions tKa¨hleru Ă tSymplecticu Ă tSmoothu.
For open manifolds, there is a good existence theory for symplectic structures, but questions
of uniqueness remain subtle: there are countably many symplectically distinct (finite type)
Stein structures on Euclidean space, and recognising the standard structure is algorithmically
undecidable [68].
2.2. Second notions. A second essential feature of symplectic geometry is that any symplectic
manifold admits a contractible space J of almost complex structures which tame the symplectic
form, in the sense that ωpv, Jvq ą 0 for any non-zero tangent vector v. Following a familiar
pattern, discrete (e.g. enumerative) invariants defined with respect to an auxiliary choice drawn
from a contractible space reflect intrinsic properties of the underlying symplectic structure.
A submanifold L Ă M is Lagrangian if it is isotropic, ω|L “ 0, and half-dimensional (maximal
dimension for an isotropic submanifold). In the classes given above, Lagrangian submanifolds
include (1) the real locus of an algebraic variety defined over R, (2) the zero-section and cotan-
gent fibre in T ˚Q, respectively. Gromov’s fundamental insight was that, for a generic taming
almost complex structure, spaces of non-multiply-covered holomorphic curves in M (perhaps
with Lagrangian boundary conditions) are finite-dimensional smooth manifolds, which moreover
admit geometrically meaningful compactifications by nodal curves. It is the resulting invariants
which count “pseudoholomorphic” curves (maps from Riemann surfaces which are J-complex
linear for some taming but not necessarily integrable J) that dominate the field.
Discrete invariants of symplectic manifolds and Lagrangian submanifolds include characteristic
classes which determine the virtual, i.e. expected, dimensions of moduli spaces of holomorphic
curves (when non-empty), via index theory. Any choice of taming J makes TM a complex
bundle, which has Chern classes cipMq P H2ipM ;Zq. Since the Grassmannian Upnq{Opnq of
Lagrangian subspaces of Cn has fundamental group Z, any Lagrangian submanifold has a Maslov
class µL : pi2pM,Lq Ñ Z, which measures the twisting of the Lagrangian tangent planes around
the boundary of a disc D relative to a trivialisation of TM |D; under H2pM,L;Zq Ñ H2pM ;Zq,
µL maps to 2c1pMq. The moduli space of parametrised rational curves P1 ÑM2n representing
a homology class A has real dimension 2xc1pMq, Ay` 2n, hence dividing by PSL2pCq the space
of unparametrized curves has dimension 2xc1pMq, Ay ` 2n ´ 6. The space of parametrised
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holomorphic discs on L in a class u P pi2pM,Lq has virtual real dimension n` µpuq, and carries
an action of the 3-dimensional real group PSL2pRq.
2.3. Contexts. Why study symplectic topology at all?
2.3.1. Lie theory. Alongside their renowned classification of finite-dimensional Lie groups, Lie
and Cartan also considered infinite-dimensional groups of symmetries of Euclidean space. To
avoid redundancies, they considered groups of symmetries acting locally transitively on Rn,
which did not preserve any non-trivial foliation by parallel planes Rk Ă Rn. There turn out
to be only a handful of such pseudogroups (see [97] for a modern account): the full diffeo-
morphism group, volume-preserving diffeomorphisms and its conformal analogue, symplectic
or conformally symplectic transformations in even dimensions, contact transformations in odd
dimensions, and holomorphic analogues of these groups. Thus, symplectic geometry arises as
one of a handful of “natural” infinite-dimensional geometries (in contrast to the classification in
finite dimensions, there are no “exceptional” infinite-dimensional groups of symmetries of Rn).
2.3.2. Dynamics. Fix a smooth function H : R2n Ñ R. Hamilton’s equations are
BH
Bq “ ´ 9p;
BH
Bp “ 9q
where pq, pq P Rn ˆRn “ T ˚Rn. If H “ p2{2`Upqq for a potential function U : Rn Ñ R, these
govern the evolution of a particle of mass 1 with position and momentum co-ordinates pq, pq P
T ˚Rn, subject to a force ´BU{Bq. The identity dHdt “ BHBq dqdt ` BHBp dpdt “ 0 yields conservation
of the energy H, and classical Poincare´ recurrence phenomena follow from the fact that the
evolution of the system preserves volume, via preservation of the measure ωnst “
ś
j dpjdqj ; but
in fact, the evolution preserves the underlying symplectic form ωst. Thus, classical Hamiltonian
dynamics amounts to following a path in SymppR2nq.
Given two points x, y P Q, and a time-dependent Hamiltonian function Ht : T ˚Q Ñ R, the
intersections of the Lagrangian submanifolds φ1HpTx˚ q and Ty˚ exactly correspond to the trajec-
tories of the system from x to y, so from the dynamical viewpoint Lagrangian intersections are
natural from the outset.
2.3.3. Geometry of algebraic families. Let f : X Ñ B be a holomorphic map of projective
varieties, smooth over B0 Ă B. Then f defines a locally trivial fibration over B0. In most cases,
the smooth fibres of f will be distinct as complex manifolds, but Moser’s theorem implies that
they are isomorphic as symplectic manifolds; the structure group of the fibration reduces to
Symppf´1pbqq. Consider for example the quadratic map pi : C3 Ñ C, pz1, z2, z3q ÞÑ ř z2j , which
is smooth over C˚. The fibres away from zero are smooth affine conics, symplectomorphic to
pT ˚S2, dθq. The monodromy of the fibration is a Dehn twist in the Lagrangian vanishing cycle
S2 Ă T ˚S2. A basic observation3 uniting insights of Arnol’d, Kronheimer and Seidel is that
this monodromy is of order 2 in pi0DiffctpT ˚S2q, but is of infinite order in pi0SympctpT ˚S2q [87],
see Section 3.5. Thus, passing from symplectic to smooth monodromy loses information. This
phenomenon is ubiquitous, and symplectic aspects of monodromy seem inevitable in the parts
of algebraic geometry that concern moduli.
3Diffct resp. Sympct denotes the group of compactly supported diffeomorphisms resp. symplectomorphisms.
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The fixed points of a symplectomorphism φ : X Ñ X are exactly the intersection points of
the Lagrangian submanifolds ∆X ,Γφ in the product pX ˆX,ω ‘´ωq, connecting questions of
symplectic monodromy with Lagrangian intersections.
2.3.4. Low-dimensional topology. There are symplectic interpretations of many invariants in
low-dimensional topology (the Alexander polynomial, Seiberg-Witten invariants, etc). Don-
aldson conjectured [66, p.437] that two homeomorphic smooth symplectic 4-manifolds X,Y are
diffeomorphic if and only if the product symplectic structures on XˆS2 and Y ˆS2 are deforma-
tion equivalent (belong to the same component of the space of symplectic structures), suggesting
that symplectic topology is fundamentally bound up with exotic features of 4-manifold topology.
2.4. Some open questions. Many basic questions in symplectic topology seem, to date, com-
pletely inaccessible. For instance, it is unknown whether SympctpR2n, ωstq is contractible, con-
nected or even has countably many components, for n ą 2. There is no known example of a
simply-connected closed manifold of dimension at least 6 which admits almost complex struc-
tures and a degree 2 cohomology class of non-trivial top power but no symplectic structure.
Without denying the centrality of such problems, in the sequel we concentrate on questions on
which at least some progress has been made.
2.4.1. Topology of Lagrangian submanifolds. Questions here tend to fall into two types: what
can we say about (the uniqueness, displaceability of...) Lagrangian submanifolds that we see in
front of us, and what can we say about (the existence, Maslov class of...) those we don’t?
Question 2.1. What are the Lagrangian submanifolds of pCn, ωstq or of pPn, ωFSq ?
To be even more concrete, we know the only prime 3-manifolds which admit Lagrangian em-
beddings in pC3, ωstq are products S1 ˆΣg [41]; for any orientable 3-manifold Y , Y#pS1 ˆ S2q
admits a Lagrangian embedding in pC3, ωstq [34]; but essentially nothing is known about which
connect sums of hyperbolic 3-manifolds admit such Lagrangian embeddings.
Question 2.2. If T ˚L –ω T ˚L1 are symplectomorphic, must L and L1 be diffeomorphic ?
Arnold’s “nearby Lagrangian submanifold” conjecture would predict “yes”. Abouzaid and
Kragh [61, 2] have proved that L and L1 must be homotopy equivalent, and in a few cases
– L “ S4n`1 or L “ pS1 ˆ S8n´1q, see [1, 33] – it is known that T ˚L remembers aspects of the
smooth structure on L, i.e. T ˚L flω T ˚pL#Σq for certain homotopy spheres Σ.
Question 2.3. Can a closed pX,ωq with dimRpXq ą 2 contain infinitely many pairwise disjoint
Lagrangian spheres?
For complete intersections in projective space there are bounds on numbers of nodes (hence
simultaneous vanishing cycles) coming from Hodge theory, but the relationship between La-
grangian spheres and vanishing cycles is slightly mysterious, see e.g. [29].
2.4.2. Mapping class groups and dynamics. The symplectic mapping class group pi0SymppXq
is a rather subtle invariant in that it can change drastically under perturbations of ω which
change its cohomology class (so are not governed by Moser’s theorem).
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Question 2.4. If Xd Ă PN is the degree d hypersurface, d ą 2, and Xd the coarse moduli space
of all such, describe the (co)kernel of the natural representation pi1pXdq Ñ pi0SymppXdq.
It is known the map has infinite image; it seems unlikely that it is injective in this generality.
The cokernel is even more mysterious: it is unknown whether pi0SymppXdq is finitely generated.
Closer to dynamics, one can look for analogues of Rivin’s result [82] that a random walk on the
classical mapping class group almost surely yields a pseudo-Anosov.
Question 2.5. For a random walk on pi0SymppXdq, d ą 2, does the number of periodic points
of any representative of the final mapping class grow exponentially with probability one?
A quite distinct circle of dynamical questions arises from questions of flux. An element φ P
Symp0pMq, i.e. a symplectomorphism isotopic to the identity, is Hamiltonian if it is the time
one map of a Hamiltonian flow φtH . Fix a P H1pM ;Rq and a path at of closed 1-forms withş1
0 atdt “ a. The at are dual to symplectic vector fields Xt which generate an isotopy φt, and
φ1 “ φ P Symp0pMq depends up to Hamiltonian isotopy only on a and not on the path patq.
The flux group Γ Ă H1pM ;Rq comprise those a for which φ1 » id is Hamiltonian isotopic to
the identity; a deep theorem of Ono [74] implies Γ is discrete.
Question 2.6. Which a P H1pM,Rq are realised by a fixed-point-free symplectomorphism?
Elements of Γ cannot be, by the (solution of the) Arnol’d conjecture [42, 65]. Note that flux is
probing Symp0pMq, rather than pi0SymppMq, in contrast to Question 2.5.
2.5. The phenomenon or philosophy of mirror symmetry. In its original formulation,
Kontsevich’s homological mirror symmetry conjecture [59] asserts
(2.1) DpiFpXq » DbpXˇq
where X, Xˇ area a pair of mirror Calabi-Yau manifolds, DbpXˇq denotes the bounded derived
category of coherent sheaves, whilst DpiFpXq is the split-closed derived Fukaya category. The
former has objects finite-length complexes of algebraic vector bundles E‚ Ñ Xˇ, with morphisms
being Cech complexes Cˇ˚pU;HompE‚,F‚qq, with U a fixed affine open cover of Xˇ; the latter
is obtained by a formal algebraic process of enlargement from a category whose objects are
“unobstructed” Lagrangian submanifolds of X and whose morphisms are the Floer cohomology
groups introduced below, see Sections 3 and 4. The formulation hides the fact that in general
given X there is no obvious way of producing Xˇ, and indeed it may not be unique. (Better
formulations, due to Gross and Siebert [50], involve an involutive symmetry on a certain class of
toric degenerations of a Calabi-Yau. The central fibres of those degenerations should be unions
of toric varieties which are dual in a direct combinatorial manner.)
Geometrically, following Strominger-Yau-Zaslow [101], the conjectured relation between X and
Xˇ is that they carry dual Lagrangian torus fibrations (with singular fibres); the base of such a
Lagrangian fibration is an integral affine manifold with singularities, and the toric duality arises
from a “Legendre transform” on such manifolds. From this viewpoint, mirror symmetry has
been extended to a much wider range of contexts: given a variety X with effective anticanonical
divisor D Ă X, one looks for a Lagrangian fibration on U “ XzD and takes its dual Uˇ .
Compactification from U back to X is mirror to turning on a holomorphic “potential” function
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W : Uˇ Ñ C, built out of counts of holomorphic discs with boundary on the Lagrangian torus
fibres, and vice-versa. (In the original Calabi-Yau setting, D “ H and W is constant.) There
are still categories of Lagrangians and sheaves which can be compared on the two sides of the
mirror: for instance, if X is Fano, one asks if DpiFpXq » DbsingpW : Uˇ Ñ Cq, the RHS being
the homotopy category of matrix factorisations of W [76].
Elucidating this would be too much of a digression: for motivational purposes, it suffices to know
that there are algebro-geometric routes to computing categories which are conjecturally, and
sometimes provably, equivalent to categories built out of compact Lagrangian submanifolds,
even though one has no realistic hope of classifying or even enumerating such Lagrangians.
Conversely, categories of interest in algebraic geometry can be studied via symplectic methods:
symplectic automorphisms of X act on DpiFpXq » DbpXˇq, and the symplectic mapping class
group of X tends to be much richer than the group of algebraic automorphisms of Xˇ.
Selected references. For symplectic topology basics see [23, 66]; for dynamics and topology
see [52, 35]; for a mirror symmetry overview see [8, 12, 49].
3. Floer cohomology
3.1. Outline of the definition. Fix a coefficient field K. Under suitable technical assump-
tions, Floer cohomology associates to a pair of closed oriented Lagrangian submanifolds L,L1 Ă
X a Z2-graded vector space HF ˚pL,L1q over K which has the following basic features:
(1) The Euler characteristic χpHF ˚pL,L1qq “ p´1qnpn`1q{2 rLs ¨ rL1s recovers the algebraic
intersection number of the homology classes defined by L,L1;
(2) There is a Poincare´ duality isomorphism HF ˚pL,L1q – HFn´˚pL1, Lq_;
(3) The space HF ˚pL,L1q is invariant under Hamiltonian isotopies of either L or L1, i.e.
HF ˚pL,L1q – HF ˚pφpLq, L1q for any Hamiltonian symplectomorphism φ;
(4) HF ˚pL,L1q “ 0 if L and L1 are disjoint; hence its non-vanishing provides an obstruction
to Hamiltonian displaceability.
Let L,L1 be closed orientable Lagrangian submanifolds of a symplectic manifold pX,ωq. We
assume that X is either closed, or convex at infinity in the sense that there is a taming almost
complex structure I on X, and an exhaustion (a sequence of relatively compact open subsets
U1 Ă U2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ whose union is X), such that if S is a connected compact Riemann surface with
nonempty boundary, and u : S Ñ X an I-holomorphic map with upBSq Ă Uk, then necessarily
upSq Ă Uk`1. Symplectic structures obtained from plurisubharmonic exhaustive functions on
Stein manifolds satisfy these properties [27].
Choose a compactly supported time-dependent Hamiltonian H P C8ct pr0, 1s ˆ X,Rq, whose
associated Hamiltonian isotopy pφtq has the property that φ1pLq intersects L1 transversally.
If charpKq “ 2, the Floer cochain complex is by definition freely generated over K by that
set of intersection points. If charpKq ‰ 2, index theory associates to an intersection point
(i.e. Hamiltonian chord) x a 1-dimensional K-vector space orx generated by two elements (the
“coherent orientations” at x) subject to the relation that their sum vanishes. For the differential,
we choose a generic family J “ tJtutPr0,1s of taming almost complex structures on X. Given
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two intersection points x˘, we denote by Mpx´, x`q the moduli space of Floer trajectories
(3.1)
u : Rˆ r0, 1s ÝÑ X,
ups, 0q P L, ups, 1q P L1,
Bsu` Jpt, uq
`Btu´Xpt, uq˘ “ 0,
limsÑ˘8 ups, tq “ y˘ptq,
Epuq “
ż
u˚ω “
żż ˇˇBu{Bsˇˇ2 ds dt ă 8,
where X denotes the Hamiltonian vector field of H, meaning that ωpX, ¨q “ dH, and y˘ are
flow lines of X with y˘p1q “ x˘. Then
(3.2) dJpx`q “
ÿ
x´
nx`,x´x´
where nx`,x´ P K counts the isolated solutions u P Mpx´, x`q{R (where the R-action is by
translation in the s-variable) with a sign canonically encoded as an isomorphism δu : orx`
–ÝÑ
orx´ . One often counts the solutions weighted by the symplectic area of the corresponding
holomorphic disc; for that and the question of convergence of (3.2) see Section 3.4.1.
L
u
K
Figure 1. The Floer differential in CF ˚pL,Kq
Suppose L&L1 are transverse, and take H ” 0. Then the equation (3.1) is just the usual
Cauchy-Riemann equation BJpuq “ 0. There is a conformal identification Rˆr0, 1s – D2zt˘iu,
and a solution to the Floer equation extends to a continuous map of the closed disk, taking the
points ˘i to the chosen intersection points x˘ P L X L1, so in this sense the Floer differential
counts holomorphic disks, cf. Figure 1. Crucially, (i) for generic data one expects moduli spaces
of solutions to (3.1) to be finite-dimensional smooth manifolds; and (ii) those moduli spaces
admit geometrically meaningful compactifications. The smoothness and finite-dimensionality of
moduli spaces is a consequence of the ellipticity of the Cauchy-Riemann equations (with totally
real boundary conditions), whilst the geometric description of compactifications of spaces of
curves with uniformly bounded area is a variant on ideas going back to Deligne and Mumford’s
introduction of the moduli space of stable curves: the boundary strata index maps from nodal
Riemann surfaces (trees of discs and spheres).
It is a non-trivial theorem, under additional hypotheses discussed below in Section 3.3, that
d2J “ 0 so this indeed defines a chain complex. The mechanism underlying d2J “ 0, as in
Morse theory, is that one-dimensional moduli spaces of solutions to (3.1) have compactifica-
tions whose boundary strata label contributions to d2J ; the additional hypotheses rule out other,
unwanted, degenerations which would disrupt that labelling. Given that, the associated coho-
mology HF ˚pL,L1q is denoted Floer cohomology. A “homotopy of choices” argument implies
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that it is independent both of the choice of J and of Hamiltonian isotopies of either of L or
L1. Indeed, given either a family tJsu of almost complex structures or a moving Lagrangian
boundary condition tLsu constant for |s| " 0, one considers the continuation map equation
(3.3) Bsu` Jspt, uq
`Btu´Xspt, uq˘ “ 0
with the boundary conditions tLs, L1u, and the count of solutions gives a chain map between the
relevant Floer complexes. One sees this induces an isomorphism on cohomology, by deforming
the concatenation of the map with that induced by the inverse isotopy back to the constant
family, which induces the identity on cohomology.
Example 3.1. Let X “ T ˚S1 and consider the Lagrangians L,L1 given by the 0-section and a
homotopic circle meeting that transversely twice at points a, b. There are two lunes u, v spanning
the circles, which by Riemann mapping are conformally the images of holomorphic strips. The
complex CF pL,L1q “ Kxay ‘ Kxby. Take K “ C. Counting holomorphic strips u weighted by
their area e´
ş
u ω, and taking into account orientations of holomorphic strips, one sees that
Bpaq “ pe´ωpuq ´ e´ωpvqq b, Bpbq “ 0.
Therefore HF pL,L1q “ 0 unless ωpuq “ ωpvq; indeed, if the areas are different, one can Hamil-
tonian isotope L1 to be a parallel translate to L, disjoint from it. If the areas of the lunes are
equal, L1 is a Hamiltonian image of L, and HF pL,L1q has rank 2.
A typical paper in Floer theory begins by laying down a number of technical hypotheses on the
ambient geometry. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we gather together some of the most common of
these, indicating where they play a role, and what one can achieve in their absence or presence.
3.2. Motivations for the definition. The first motivation below is historically accurate, but
the others provide useful context.
3.2.1. Morse theory on the path space. If Q is a smooth finite-dimensional manifold, and f :
Q Ñ R is a generic function which, in particular, has non-degenerate critical points, then the
Morse complex C˚pfq of f is generated by the critical points of f , and the differential counts
gradient flow lines
γ : RÑ Q, 9γptq “ ∇fγptq
where the gradient flow is defined with respect to an auxiliary choice of Riemannian metric on
Q. There is a generalisation, due to Novikov, in which the function f is replaced by a one-
form which is not necessarily exact. The Floer complex is obtained from a formal analogue of
that construction, replacing Q by the space of paths PpL,L1q and the function f by the action
functional (one-form) A which integrates the symplectic form over an infinitesimal variation of
some path γ, ξ ÞÑ ş10 ωpξ, 9γqdt, for ξ a vector field along γ. The critical points of A are constant
paths, i.e. intersection points. Fix a compatible almost complex structure J on pX,ωq, i.e. J is
taming and ωpJ ¨, J ¨q “ ωp¨, ¨q. Then J defines an L2-metric on the path space, and the formal
gradient flow equation is the Cauchy-Riemann equation (3.1), with H “ 0.
Remark 3.2. The gradient flow viewpoint on HF ˚pL,L1q brings out an additional structure:
if A is single-valued the complex CF ˚pL,L1q is naturally filtered by action, i.e. by the values of
the functional A, and the Floer differential respects that filtration.
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3.2.2. Geometric intersection numbers. Let Σg be an oriented surface of genus g. For (homo-
topically non-trivial) curves α, β on Σ, let ιpα, βq P Zě0 denote their geometric intersection
number. A diffeomorphism f defines a sequence ιpα, fnpβqq for n P N, which depends only on
the mapping class rf s P pi0DiffpΣq of f . The Nielsen-Thurston classification can be formulated
dynamically as follows [36]: each f satisfies one of the following.
‚ f is reducible if some power of f preserves a simple closed curve up to isotopy;
‚ f is periodic if for every α, β the sequence tιpα, fnβqu is periodic in n;
‚ f is pseudo-Anosov if for every α, β the sequence tιpα, fnβqu grows exponentially in n.
The classification should be viewed as inductive in the complexity of the surface, with the
reducible case indicating that (a power of) f is induced by a diffeomorphism of a simpler
surface. In the most interesting, pseudo-Anosov case, the logarithm of the growth rate of
the geometric intersection numbers is independent of α, β, and is realised by the translation
length in the Teichmu¨ller metric of the action of the mapping class f on Teichmu¨ller space.
Any diffeomorphism of Σ is isotopic to an area-preserving diffeomorphism. For curves α, β
which are not homotopic (or homotopically trivial), ιpα, βq “ rkHF pα, βq, so the Thurston
classification is also a classification of symplectic mapping classes in terms of the growth rate
of Floer cohomology. It is a long-standing challenge to find analogues in higher dimensions.
3.2.3. Surgery theory. The classification of high-dimensional manifolds relies on the Whitney
trick. Consider two orientable submanifolds Kk, Nd´k ĂMd of complementary dimension in a
simply-connected oriented manifold M , with d ą 4 and k ą 2. Suppose K,N meet in a pair of
points tx, yu of opposite intersection sign; given arcs between x and y in K and N , the Whitney
trick slides K across a disc spanning the arcs (the disc exists by simple-connectivity of M , and
can be taken embedded and disjoint from K,N in its interior since d ą 4 and k ą 2), to reduce
the geometric intersection number of the submanifolds. Floer cohomology imagines a refined
version of the Whitney trick, in which one would only be allowed to cancel excess intersections
between Lagrangian submanifolds by sliding across holomorphic Whitney disks.
The surgery-theoretic aspects of Floer cohomology itself have yet to be developed, i.e. given a
pair of Lagrangian submanifolds L,L1 which meet transversely at exactly two points and bound
a unique holomorphic disk, it is unknown when the intersection points can be cancelled by
moving L by Hamiltonian isotopy. This is one of the most basic gaps in the theory.
3.2.4. Quantum cohomology. Floer cohomology is an open-string (concerning genus zero Rie-
mann surfaces with boundary) analogue of a closed-string invariant (defined through counts
of rational curves). The quantum cohomology of a closed symplectic manifold is additively
H˚pX;Kq (with K typically a Novikov field, cf. (3.4)), but is equipped with a product ˚ which
deforms the classical intersection product by higher-order contributions determined by 3-point
Gromov-Witten invariants. For smooth projective varieties it can be defined purely algebro-
geometrically, via intersection theory on moduli stacks of stable maps. If φ : X Ñ X is a
symplectomorphism, then both the diagonal ∆X and the graph Γφ of φ are Lagrangian in
pX,ωqˆpX,´ωq, and we define4 CF ˚pφq “ CF ˚p∆X ,Γφq. The generators of CF ˚pφq are given
4There is a direct construction of HF˚pφq which is more elementary and more generally applicable, but for
brevity we will content ourselves with the description via Lagrangian Floer cohomology.
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by the fixed points of φ, assuming these are non-degenerate. To connect the two discussions,
there is an isomorphism HF ˚pidq – QH˚pXq.
Quantum cohomology is an important invariant in its own right: it distinguishes interesting
collections of symplectic manifolds (e.g. showing the moduli space of symplectic structures
modulo diffeomorphisms has infinitely many components on K ˆ S2, with K Ă CP3 a quartic
K3 surface); it is invariant under 3-fold flops; and it has deep connections to integrable systems.
Viewed as a far-reaching generalisation of QH˚pXq – HF ˚p∆X ,∆Xq, Floer cohomology for
general pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds has the disadvantage of rarely being amenable to
algebro-geometric computation, at least prior to insights from mirror symmetry.
3.3. Technicalities with the definition: Geometric hypotheses. Many invariants in low-
dimensional topology and geometry are defined by counting solutions to an elliptic partial
differential equation. Such a definition presupposes that, in good situations, the moduli spaces
are compact, zero-dimensional manifolds, which it makes sense to count. The heart of the matter
is thus to overcome transversality (to make the solution spaces manifolds of known dimension)
and compactness (to make the zero-dimensional solution spaces finite sets).
3.3.1. Transversality. A taming almost complex structure J on X is regular for a particular
moduli problem (e.g. of maps u : P1 Ñ X or of discs u : pD2, BD2q Ñ pX,Lq representing
a fixed relative homology class which solve BJpuq “ 0) if the linearisation Du “ DpBJqu of
the Cauchy-Riemann or Floer equation is surjective at every solution u. In that setting, the
Sard-Smale implicit function theorem shows that the moduli space of solutions u is locally a
smooth manifold, of dimension given by the index of the operator Du. The Sard-Smale theorem
pertains to maps between Banach manifolds, so there is a routine complication: one should
first extend the B-operator to a section of a Banach bundle BJ : Lk,ppΣ, Xq Ñ Lk´1,ppEq,
with Eu “ Ω0,1pu˚TXq, on a space of Lk,p maps (if kp ą 2 the maps are continuous, so
pointwise boundary conditions make sense), thereby obtain for regular J a smooth moduli space
of solutions which a priori is composed of maps of low regularity, and then use “bootstrapping”
to infer that any Lk,p-solution of the equation is actually a smooth map.
There are intrinsic obstructions to achieving “as much transversality as you’d like”. Suppose
for instance X is a closed symplectic 6-manifold with c1pXq “ 0. For any A P H2pX;Zq, the
virtual dimension for unparametrised rational curves in class A is 0. However, if u : P1 Ñ X
represents a class A, then the class kA is represented by any map P1 k:1ÝÑ P1 uÝÑ X, so the
moduli space of curves in class kA is at least as large as the Hurwitz space of degree k covers
of P1 over itself, and cannot have dimension zero. This is symptomatic of the fact that one
cannot hope to achieve transversality at multiply covered curves without perturbing the Floer
or Cauchy-Riemann equation itself in a way that breaks the symmetry of the cover (for instance,
one can make the almost complex structure J depend on a point of the domain of the curve,
so it will not be invariant under any finite symmetry). For rational curves, a generic choice
of J will be regular for simple (non-multiple-cover) curves. For discs, viewed as maps of the
strip D2zt˘1u which extend smoothly over the boundary punctures, a generic path tJtutPr0,1s
of complex structures will again be regular for solutions which have an injective point x, i.e.
one where u´1pupxqq “ txu.
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Example 3.3. There are also transversality issues not related to multiple covers. Suppose X
carries a symplectic involution ι with fixed locus Xι, and one has ι-invariant Lagrangians Li with
Lιi “ Li XXι Lagrangian in Xι. If for x, y P Lι1 XLι2 the virtual dimension of the moduli space
containing a Floer trajectory u inside Xι is greater than the corresponding virtual dimension of
u in X, then one cannot simultaneously have that the curve is regular in both spaces: the dense
locus of regular J may be disjoint from the infinite-codimension locus of ι-invariant J . (If there
are no trajectories in the fixed locus, one can achieve equivariant transversality [57].)
3.3.2. Compactness via bubbling. Moduli spaces of solutions, even when regular, will typically
not be compact. Gromov compactness [51] produces a compactification which includes nodal
curves (trees of spheres and discs). An important point is that although the Floer equation is a
deformed version of the Cauchy-Riemann equation, the bubbles arise from a rescaling process
which means that they satisfy the undeformed equation BJpuq “ 0. In consequence, one cannot
typically hope to overcome transversality problems with multiply covered bubbles by generic
choices of inhomogeneous terms or domain-dependent choices of almost complex structures.
Typically, boundary strata for compactified spaces of holomorphic curves may have dimension
far in excess of that of the open stratum one is trying to compactify. There are no easy general
solutions to this issue (the solutions that exist [44, 53], which involve perturbing moduli spaces
of solutions inside ambient Banach spaces of maps rather than perturbing the equations or other
geometric data themselves, go by the general name of virtual perturbation theory).
Concretely, to define Floer cohomology, one needs to know that d2 “ 0 in the Floer complex. As
in Morse theory, the proof of this relation comes from studying boundaries of one-dimensional
(modulo translation) moduli spaces of solutions. Along with the boundary strata which con-
tribute to d2, there is a problematic kind of breaking, in which a holomorphic disc with boundary
on either L or L1 bubbles off, cf. Figure 2. (The degenerate case in which the boundary values
of the disc are mapped by a constant map to the Lagrangian, giving a rational curve inside X
which passes through L, is also problematic.)
Figure 2. Holomorphic disc bubbles can obstruct d2 “ 0 in the Floer complex.
There are three basic routes to avoiding the problems caused by disc bubbling.
3.3.3. Preclude bubbles a priori: asphericity or exactness. Here one insists xω, pi2pX,Lqy “ 0 for
all Lagrangians under consideration (which in particular implies that there are no symplectic
2-spheres in X). Since bubbles are holomorphic, if non-constant they must have strictly positive
area, by the basic identity ż
C
u˚ω “
ż
C
}du}2J
for a J-holomorphic curve u : C Ñ X with Lagrangian boundary and J compatible with ω.
This was the setting adopted in the earliest papers in the subject, in particular by Floer himself.
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For a non-compact symplectic manifold X, if the symplectic form ω “ dθ is globally exact and
the Lagrangian L Ă X is exact meaning θ|L “ df vanishes in H1pLq, bubbles are immediately
precluded by Stokes’ theorem. (However, ωn ą 0 shows that exactness of ω is incompatible
with X being a closed manifold.) Non-compactness of X introduces another possible source
of loss of compactness for moduli spaces, which is just that solutions might escape to infinity;
this is controlled by a different mechanism, typically some version of the maximum principle,
which requires imposing control on the geometry at infinity. Stein manifolds X (in particular
affine varieties) are modelled on a contact cone at infinity, i.e. outside a compact set they
are symplectomorphic to a subset of pY ˆ R`, dpetαqq with pY, αq contact and t P R`. For a
holomorphic curve u : Σ Ñ X, the (partially defined) function t˝u is subharmonic, ∆pt˝uq ě 0,
which means the function has no interior maxima. It follows that holomorphic curves whose
boundary is contained in the interior XzpX X Y ˆR`q are entirely contained in the interior, so
Stein manifolds are convex at infinity in the sense introduced earlier.
An argument going back to Floer identifies holomorphic strips for a pair L, φtHpLq (with φtH
the small-time flow of a Morse function H on L, and for a carefully chosen time-dependent
almost complex structure J) which stay close to L with gradient flow lines of H. We may
therefore identify CF ˚pL,Lq “ CM˚orsepLq as vector spaces. In the absence of holomorphic discs
with boundary on L, a compactness argument shows that there are no other holomorphic strips
which can contribute to the Floer differential, and hence:
Theorem 3.4 (Floer). If xω, pi2pX,Lqy “ 0, then HF ˚pL,Lq – H˚pLq.
This recovers Gromov’s theorem [51] that Cn contains no closed exact Lagrangian: it would be
displaceable, with HF pL,Lq “ 0. (Any isotopy of exact Lagrangians tLtu Ă X is induced by a
Hamiltonian flow of X, in particular exact isotopies do not change Floer cohomology.)
3.3.4. Preclude bubbles for reasons of dimension: monotonicity. If the possible disc and sphere
bubbles sweep out subsets of X of sufficiently high (co)dimension, then for generic choices
of data in the Floer equation (almost complex structure, Hamiltonian terms), the boundary
values of holomorphic strips that appear in one-dimensional moduli spaces will never interact
with bubbles. The typical setting for this resolution is the case when X and L are monotone,
meaning that the Maslov index µL and area homomorphisms are positively proportional on
pi2pX,Lq, in particular ωX and c1pXq are positively proportional on pi2pXq, which is a symplectic
analogue of the Fano condition in algebraic geometry. Hypersurfaces or complete intersections in
Pn of sufficiently low total degree ď n are monotone. The minimal Chern number NminpXq ą 0
of a monotone symplectic manifold is defined by the equality txc1pXq, pi2pXqyu “ NminpXqZ.
Similarly, a monotone Lagrangian L Ă X has a minimal Maslov number NminpLq ą 0. Since
µL ÞÑ 2c1pXq under H2pX,Lq Ñ H2pXq, NminpLq “ 2NminpXq when pi1pLq “ 0.
Suppose first X is monotone with NminpXq ě 2, and K,L Ă X are monotone Lagrangians each
having Nmin ě 4. The locus of configurations depicted in Figure 2 is formally a fibre product
MbubbleˆLMFloer of a space of Floer strips and a space of disc bubbles, where the fibre product
is taken over the (presumed smooth and transverse) evaluation maps into L. Moduli spaces of
unparametrised discs on L in some class β have virtual dimension n`µLpβq´ 3 ě n` 1, hence
after evaluation are trivial as chains on L, i.e. are boundaries in Cs˚ingpLq. That means that,
algebraically, degenerations with disc bubbles do not appear when computing d2 in CF ˚pK,Lq.
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In the special case of monotone Lagrangians of minimal Maslov index 2, there is a slight but
important difference: Maslov 2 disks come in pn ´ 1q-dimensional moduli spaces, and after
evaluation at a boundary marked point disks in class β sweep L with some multiplicity nβ.
This leads to a distinguished “obstruction term”
m0pLq “
ÿ
β
nβq
xω,βy P Crrqss.
One can still define Floer cohomology for pairs L,L1 with m0pLq “ m0pL1q, since the relevant
additional boundaries can then be cancelled against one another, but for monotone Lagrangians
with differing m0-values one does not have d
2 “ 0 in the Floer complex.
Example 3.5. If X is a Calabi-Yau surface, then disc bubbles for a Maslov zero Lagrangian
have negative virtual dimension n`µ´3 “ ´1, so there are no bubbles for generic J and one can
define CF ˚pL,Lq as a cochain complex. However, in one-parameter families of Lagrangians,
isolated disc bubbles can appear, which means that it is not a priori clear that the resulting
Floer cohomology is Hamiltonian invariant: the continuation map equation (3.3) may fail to be
a chain map because of bubbling. See [90, Section 8].
3.3.5. Cancel bubbles: obstruction theory. If disk bubbles appear, they introduce unwanted
boundaries to one-dimensional moduli spaces which prevent d2 “ 0. One can recover the
situation if one can cancel out these extra boundaries “by hand”: in Figure 2, one may have the
evaluation image evpMbubbleq P Cs˚ingpLq being a boundary, even if not trivially so for dimension
reasons. This is the origin of obstruction theory for Floer cohomology. It does not always apply
(the locus in L swept by boundaries of disc bubbles may not be nullhomologous), and when it
does it depends on the additional choices of bounding cochains (which complicates Hamiltonian
invariance, cf. Example 3.5), but it provides the most general setting in which Floer theory
has been developed, notably in [43, 44]. The class of situations in which this strategy works is
sufficiently broad to be a considerable advance over the others, but the details of the undertaking
– relying in general on virtual perturbation theory – are somewhat fearsome.
In deference to the general situation, Lagrangians whose Floer cohomology is well-defined are
said to be unobstructed.
3.4. Technicalities with the definition: Algebraic hypotheses. Even once one has de-
cided what class of Lagrangian submanifolds to allow, there are variations on the additional
structures they will carry (the existence of which may impose further constraints).
3.4.1. Choice of coefficient ring. Gromov compactness gives control over limits of sequences of
holomorphic curves if one has a uniform area bound, but – as in Novikov’s circle-valued Morse
theory – one can still encounter infinitely many moduli spaces in a given problem (here of
connecting strips between a fixed pair of intersection points). If infinitely many moduli spaces
arise, then for the sum (3.2) to make sense one needs to keep track of homotopy classes. Thus,
the most generally applicable definition of HF ˚ involves working over a Novikov field
(3.4) Λ “
!ÿ
aiq
λi | ai P K, λi P R, λi Ñ8
)
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based over an underlying coefficient field K (if K is algebraically closed, so is Λ). One then
defines the Floer differential (3.2) to be
(3.5) dJpx`q “
ÿ
β,x´
nβx`,x´q
xω,βyx´
with β the homotopy class of connecting bigon. There is a subring Λ` Ă Λ comprising the power
series for which the lowest power of q is ě 0. Floer cohomology is invariant under Hamiltonian
isotopy only if one works over the Novikov field; nonetheless, it holds non-trivial information
over Λ`. The classification theorem for finitely generated Λ`-modules shows that
HF pL,L1q – Λr`
à ‘ni“1Λ`{xqkiy
The torsion part obviously dies when passing to Λ, whilst the free summands persist; on the
other hand, an explicit Hamiltonian isotopy can only change the coefficients ki by an amount
bounded by the Hofer norm of the isotopy, which is information lost when working over the
Novikov field. This is already apparent for the most trivial case of the circle S1 Ă C. This is
Hamiltonian displaceable, so over Λ its self-Floer cohomology vanishes, whilst over the ring Λ`
the self-Floer cohomology is the torsion group Λ`{xqAy where A is the area enclosed by the
circle. Thus, Floer cohomology over Λ` remembers the (in this case elementary) fact that any
displacing Hamiltonian must use energy at least A.
Example 3.6. If L,L1 are exact with θ|L “ df and θ|L1 “ df 1 then the area of any connecting
holomorphic strip between intersection points x, y P L&L1 is given by fpxq´f 1pyq. The uniform
area bound and Gromov compactness imply that only finitely many homotopy classes β can be
realised by holomorphic strips, so the sum (3.2) is finite.
3.4.2. Spin structures and twisted theories. So far we have not mentioned the characteristic of
the field K. If this is not equal to 2, then the counts in (3.2) or (3.5) need to be signed counts
of 0-dimensional moduli spaces, so those moduli spaces should be oriented. A basic fact [30, 43]
is that a choice5 of Spin structure on L induces an orientation on the moduli space Mpβq of
holomorphic discs on L in some class β; a loop γ : S1 Ñ Mpβq induces, by taking boundary
values, a map Γγ : T
2 Ñ L, and xw1pMpβqq, γy “ xw2pLq,Γγy. By the same token, if L is not
Spin, one can’t expect moduli spaces of discs or Floer trajectories to be orientable, and one
should work in characteristic 2.
The existence of Spin structures on the Lagrangians means that moduli spaces admit orienta-
tions. Those orientations are still not canonical, however: one can twist the sign with which
any holomorphic disc counts to the Floer differential by its intersection number with an ambi-
ent codimension two cycle in X disjoint from the Lagrangians, and such twists are compatible
with the breaking of curves and resulting compactifications of moduli spaces which define Floer
cohomology (and the operations thereon encountered later). The upshot is that there is really a
version of Floer cohomology HF ˚pL,L1;βq for any choice of “background” class β P H2pX;Z2q,
where the Lagrangians should be relatively spin in the sense that w2pLq ` β|L “ 0.
3.4.3. Gradings. Unlike the chain complexes of classical algebraic topology, the Floer complex
is not generally Z-graded. At least if the Lagrangian submanifolds L,L1 are oriented, then
transverse intersection points are positive or negative, and that induces a Z2-grading on the
5One can get by with Pin, but we will stick to Spin.
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complex (if the Lagrangians are orientable but not oriented, this still persists as a relative Z2-
grading). One can refine this to a Z{N grading, where N is the minimal Maslov number of
the Lagrangians. In particular, if L and L1 have vanishing Maslov class (which necessitates in
particular that 2c1pXq “ 0) then the Floer complex can be Z-graded.
3.5. Applications, I. As we indicated initially, if HF ˚pL,L1q ‰ 0 then L and L1 cannot
be displaced from one another by Hamiltonian isotopy. Several of the first applications were
variations on this theme: the following are taken from [62, 47, 80].
3.5.1. Nearby Lagrangians. If L Ă M is Lagrangian, M is locally modelled on the cotangent
bundle pT ˚L, dθq with its canonical symplectic structure. That means the classification problem
for Lagrangian embeddings is always at least as complicated as the local problem of classifying
Lagrangians in the cotangent bundle. Arnol’d conjectured, cf. Question 2.2, that if K Ă T ˚L is
a closed exact Lagrangian it should be Hamiltonian isotopic to the zero-section. In particular
‚ HF ˚pK,Lq – HF ˚pL,Lq “ H˚pLq should be non-zero, so K should intersect the zero-
section L Ă T ˚L;
‚ K Ă T ˚LÑ L should be a degree one map and hence onto.
There is a rescaling action of T ˚L which multiplies the fibres by some constant c; the rescaled
submanifolds cK are all exact, hence Hamiltonian isotopic. Letting cÑ8, the submanifold cK
approximates a union of fibres
Ť
xPKXL Tx˚L. In this schematic, holomorphic strips between L
and cK either stay close to a single cotangent fibre, or sweep out a large piece of the cotangent
bundle. Filtering holomorphic discs by area, there is then a spectral sequence, cf. Remark 3.2:
(3.6)
à
xPKXL
HF ˚pK,Tx˚Lq ùñ HF ˚pK, cKq “ H˚pKq
(the final identity following from Theorem 3.4). One concludes L XK ‰ H, and furthermore
that HF ˚pK,Tx˚Lq ‰ 0 for x P L X K. However, the group HF ˚pK,Tx˚Lq is independent of
the choice of x by a suitable continuation argument, which gives the second part of the second
statement: projection K Ñ L is onto. This argument is not sufficient as it stands to conclude
that the projection map has degree 1; we will derive that later, in Section 4.7.1.
3.5.2. Mapping class groups. Recall from Section 2.3.3 the quadratic map pi : Cn`1 Ñ C,
pz1, . . . , zn`1q ÞÑ ř z2j . The generic fibre pi´1p1q Ă pCn`1, ωstq is symplectomorphic to pT ˚Sn, dθq.
The monodromy of the fibration is isotopic to a compactly supported symplectomorphism, the
Dehn twist τ P pi0SympctpT ˚Snq, which can be defined more directly as follows. The geo-
desic flow for the round metric on Sn is periodic with period pi. Take a Hamiltonian function
H : T ˚Sn Ñ R which is a function of r “ |p|, the norm of the fibre co-ordinate, and which
vanishes for |p| ! 1 and has slope pi for |p| ě 1. Then one defines τ to be the (by construction
compactly supported) symplectomorphism of T ˚Sn given by the composition (antipodal)˝φ1H .
We claim that τ is an element of infinite order in pi0SympctpT ˚Snq, for n ě 1. (For odd n this is
elementary, following from homology considerations, but in even dimensions the map has finite
order in the smooth mapping class group.) Consider the Floer cohomology HF ˚pτmpTx˚ q, Ty˚ q,
with x, y distinct but not antipodal. Although these are non-compact Lagrangians, the in-
tersections live in a compact set, and the Lagrangians are exact and modelled on Legendrian
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cones at infinity, which means that HF is defined unproblematically (as an alternative, one
could cap off the relevant two cotangent fibres to obtain a space containing an A3-chain of La-
grangian spheres; compare to Section 4.7.2). Moreover, since c1pT ˚Snq “ 0 and the Lagrangians
have trivial Maslov class, HF is also Z-graded. The Floer complex generators correspond to
geodesics which wrap at most m times around the appropriate great circle. The Z-grading
in the Floer complex reproduces the Morse grading of the geodesics as critical points of the
energy function on loop space (determined by numbers of Jacobi fields), and one finds [39] that
CF ˚pτmpTx˚ q, Ty˚ q is concentrated in degrees
p2n´ 2qt0, 1, ..., pm´ 1qu, and p3n´ 3qt0, 1, ..., pm´ 1qu.
If n ě 3, the groups are never non-zero in adjacent degrees, the Floer differential vanishes, and
the rank of the Floer group grows with m. The result also holds when n “ 2 but an extra step
is needed: for instance, one can work equivariantly with respect to a symplectic involution to
reduce to the easier case of T ˚S1 (in this fixed locus there are no Floer differentials for homotopy
reasons, meaning one can achieve equivariant transversality, cf. Example 3.3).
3.6. Algebraic structures. Floer cochain groups have a wealth of additional structure; we
begin with the (chain-level) constructions which do descend to structures in cohomology.
3.6.1. Product structures. Given three Lagrangians L,M,N Ă X, there is a degree zero product
µ2 : HF ˚pM,Nq bHF ˚pL,Mq ÝÑ HF ˚pL,Nq
via the holomorphic triangle product schematically indicated below.
N
M
L
The figure indicates that given input (presumed transverse) intersection points in L XM and
M XN , the coefficient of some given output point in LXN is given by a count of triangles as
indicated, subject to the usual caveats: one counts elements of zero-dimensional moduli spaces,
under suitable geometric hypotheses to ensure compactness, and taking Novikov coefficients if
infinitely many distinct moduli spaces can in principle contribute.
x
y
xy
z
x
y z
yz
x
y z
Figure 3. The triangle product is associative on cohomology.
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The fact that the chain-level operation descends to cohomology reflects the fact that, modulo
bubbling, the boundary of a one-dimensional moduli space of such triangles has strata given by
broken configurations which involve breaking “at the corners”, and count the coefficient in a
fixed output intersection point of the expressions µ2pdpxq, yq, µ2px, dpyqq and dµ2px, yq, with d
the Floer differential. Similarly, the fact that one-dimensional moduli spaces of quadrilaterals
can break as shown in Figure 3 shows that the triangle product is associative on cohomology:
if all the inputs are Floer cycles, dp¨q “ 0, only the two “concatenated triangle” pictures define
non-trivial strata to the boundary of the one-dimensional moduli space, and those correspond
to the coefficient of the top right intersection point in each of µ2px, µ2py, zqq and µ2pµ2px, yq, zq.
It follows that for a single Lagrangian L, HF ˚pL,Lq is naturally a ring, which moreover is
unital. The ring HF ˚pL,Lq has Poincare´ duality, arising from reversing the roles of the two
boundary conditions for holomorphic strips. Indeed, there is a trace tr : HFnpL,Lq Ñ K which,
together with the triangle product, gives rise to a non-degenerate pairing
HF ˚pK,Lq bHFn´˚pL,Kq trÝÑ K.
The following Proposition is essentially due to Oh [72] (the compatibility with the ring structure
was made explicit in [22]), see also [7, 16]. It provides a key computational tool in the subject.
Proposition 3.7. There is a spectral sequence H˚pL; Λq ñ HF ˚pL,Lq which is compatible
with the ring structures in ordinary and Floer cohomology.
Sketch. Fix a Morse function f : L Ñ R. As in Theorem 3.4, for a suitable J Morse flow-
lines define Floer trajectories. The spectral sequence arises by filtering the Floer differential by
action, such that all low-energy solutions arise from Morse trajectories. In the monotone case,
where action and index correlate, the spectral sequence arises from writing the Floer differential
as a sum B0 ` B1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Bk where B0 is the Morse differential in CM˚orsepLq and Bi has degree
1´ iNL, where NL is the minimal Maslov number of L. More vividly, there is a Morse-Bott (or
“pearl”) model for Floer cohomology [16], in which the Floer differential counts gradient lines
of f interrupted with holomorphic disks with boundary on L, cf. Figure 4, and Bi considers
configurations where the total Maslov index of the discs is iNL. The Morse product counts
Y -trees of flow-lines, and this has a generalisation to Y -shaped graphs of pearls, which gives
the compatibility of the spectral sequence with ring structures. 
Figure 4. A Morse-Bott or “pearly” Floer trajectory
Example 3.8. The ring HF ˚pL,Lq is not always skew-commutative. Let L “ S1eq Ă P1; then
HF ˚pL,Lq – Crxs{px2 “ 1q has µ2px, xq “ 1L with |x| “ 1 the top degree generator. Taking a
pearl model, this product is defined by evaluation at the output of discs pD2, BD2q Ñ pP1, S1eqq
with two input marked points which are fixed generic points on the equator. The 3 boundary
marked points have a fixed cyclic order, which leads to two possibilities: if the image disc is the
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upper hemisphere, evaluation sweeps one chain on S1eq, whilst if it is the lower hemisphere it
sweeps the complementary chain. Together these make up the fundamental class of L.
Example 3.9. Let X be monotone and L Ă X a monotone Lagrangian torus of minimal Maslov
number µL. The differential B1 in the spectral sequence H˚pLq ñ HF ˚pL,Lq is a map
(3.7) H1pLq ÝÑ H2´µLpLq.
If µL “ 2 and this is non-zero then the unit in H0pLq becomes a boundary and vanishes in
HF ˚pL,Lq, which implies the latter group is identically zero. If (3.7) vanishes then H1pLq Ă
kerpB1q, and since that kernel is a subring, H˚pLq Ă kerpB1q and B1 ” 0. Since the higher
Bi have degree 1 ´ 2i ď ´2, the same argument shows that H1pLq, whence H˚pLq, lies in the
kernel of every Bi, which implies that the spectral sequence degenerates. Therefore, if L Ă X is
a displaceable monotone torus (e.g. one in Cn), then µL “ 2 since HF pL,Lq “ 0.
There is a category DonpXq, the Donaldson category, whose objects are (unobstructed) La-
grangian submanifolds, and whose morphisms are Floer cohomology groups. The composition
is given by the holomorphic triangle product. If X is monotone, this category splits up into
orthogonal subcategories
(3.8) DonpXq “à
λ
DonpX;λq
where λ varies through the possible values m0pLq, since HF ˚pL,L1q is only well-defined for pairs
of Lagrangians when m0pLq “ m0pL1q. Since m0pLq counts Maslov 2 discs, if X has minimal
Chern number ą 1 then any simply-connected Lagrangian necessarily lies in DonpX; 0q.
3.6.2. Module structures. The Floer cohomology HF ˚pL,L1q is a right module for the unital ring
HF ˚pL,Lq. There are also module actions over quantum cohomology, so for any (orientable)
Lagrangian L there is a unital ring homomorphism
(3.9) CO0 : QH˚pXq ÝÑ HF ˚pL,Lq
called (the length zero part of) the closed-open string map. This is defined by counting holo-
morphic disks with boundary on L, an interior input marked point constrained on a cycle in X
representing a QH˚-generator, and a boundary marked point at which we evaluate to define the
output Floer class. QH˚pXq is commutative, and CO0 has image in the centre of HF ˚pL,Lq.
Example 3.10. The quantum cohomology of CPn is Λrxs{pxn`1 “ 1q, with |x| “ 2. Suppose
L Ă CPn is a Lagrangian submanifold. If HF ˚pL,Lq is well-defined, since x maps in HF ˚pL,Lq
to an invertible element, the latter group must be 2-periodic.
A beautiful observation of Auroux, Kontsevich and Seidel [10] is that in the monotone case, and
working away from characteristic 2, the map (3.9) takes c1pXq ÞÑ m0pLqeL, which implies that
the values λ occuring in (3.8) are exactly the eigenvalues of the endomorphism ˚c1pXq acting
on QH˚pXq. See Remark 4.5 for a brief discussion.
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3.6.3. Exact triangles. Let’s say, provisionally, that a triple of Lagrangian submanifolds and
morphisms
L
a // L1 b // L2
r1scc
form an exact triangle in DonpXq if for every other Lagrangian K, composition with the given
morphisms (Floer cocycles) induces a long exact sequence of Floer cohomology groups
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF ipK,Lq aÝÑ HF ipK,L1q bÝÑ HF ipK,L2q Ñ HF i`1pK,Lq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Perhaps surprisingly, exact triangles exist:
‚ If L&L1 “ tpu meet transversely in a single point, and L2 “ L#L1 is the Lagrange
surgery [80] (which is topologically the connect sum, replacing a neighbourhood Rn Y iRn
of the double point by a Lagrangian one-handle Sn´1 ˆ R), then [17, 43] there is an exact
triangle L
pÝÑ L1 ÝÑ L2. In Figure 5, the intersection point of the straight Lagrangians
L,L1 is resolved going from left to right; the dotted arc is a third Lagrangian K; and one sees
two holomorphic discs contributing to the complex CF ˚pK,L#L1q on the right, one coming
from the complex CF ˚pK,Lq, and one coming from multiplication with p viewed as a map
CF pK,Lq Ñ CF pK,L1q, exhibiting schematically the quasi-isomorphism
CF pK,L#L1q „ÝÑ
ˆ
CF pK,Lq ‘ CF pK,L1q,
ˆ BL 0
µ2pp, ¨q BL1
˙˙
(in higher dimensions, the corresponding injection from the set of rigid holomorphic triangles
to rigid discs with boundary on K and L#L1 is non-trivial).
Figure 5. Towards the surgery exact triangle
‚ If V – Sn Ă X is a (monotone or exact) Lagrangian sphere, and τV denotes the Dehn
twist in V , then [86] there is an exact triangle L
φÝÑ τV pLq Ñ HF ˚pV,Lq b V in the additive
enlargement of DonpXq, in which we formally allow direct sums of objects, or equivalently tensor
products of Lagrangians by graded vector spaces. Fix any other Lagrangian K. One starts by
identifying intersection points of K X τV pLq with points of K XL (which we assume lie outside
the support of τV ) together with a copy of KXV for each point of V XL, as τV wraps L around
V each time L meets V . That gives CF pK, τV pLqq “ CF pK,Lq ‘ pCF pV,Lq b CF pK,V qq as
vector spaces. The morphism φ counts sections of a Lefschetz fibration over D2zt´1u with one
critical point at 0 (where the vanishing cycle V has been collapsed to a point) and boundary
conditions L, τV pLq. The required nullhomotopy
(3.10) κ : CF pV,Lq Ñ CF pV, τV pLqq, Bκ˘ κB ` µ2pφ, ¨q “ 0
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which yields the LES is obtained from a 1-parameter family of Lefschetz fibrations as in Figure
6. On the left one sees the composite µ2pφ, ¨q; the final fibration on the right of the Figure
admits no rigid sections, because there are no such sections of the model Lefschetz fibration
Cn`1 Ñ C with boundary condition the vanishing cycle V which has bubbled off, since all
moduli spaces of sections of the model have odd virtual dimension. Thus if κ counts rigid
curves in the whole family, it yields (3.10). Viewing κ as a map CF pV,Lq b V Ñ τV pLq,
and letting ev : CF pV,Lq b V Ñ L be the tautological evaluation, (3.10) shows µ2pφ, evq is
nullhomotopic via κ, and identifies Conepevq with τV pLq as required.
L
τ
τ (L)
(V)=V
V
V
τ (L)
τ (L)
V
L
Figure 6. Towards the Dehn twist exact triangle
3.6.4. Functors from correspondences. Let Don#pY q denote the category of generalised La-
grangian submanifolds of Y , whose objects are sequences of Lagrangian correspondences
tptu L0ÝÑ Y0 L01ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ Lk´1,kÝÑ Yk “ Y
with Li,i`1 Ă Y ´i ˆ Yi`1 a Lagrangian submanifold. Here pY, ωY q´ “ pY,´ωY q. There is an
(essentially formal) extension of Floer cohomology to pairs of generalised Lagrangians, due to
Wehrheim and Woodward [103, 104]. For instance, given L Ă X, K Ă Y and Γ Ă Y ´ ˆ X,
HF pL, ptptu KÝÑ Y ΓÝÑ Xqq is by definitionHF pKˆL,Γq, computed in Y ´ˆX. There is a more
involved extension of the Floer product to generalised Lagrangians, involving counts of “quilted”
Riemann surfaces (ones with interior seams labelled by Lagrangian boundary conditions). Let
pX,ωXq and pY, ωY q be symplectic manifolds and Γ Ă X´ ˆ Y a Lagrangian correspondence,
where X´ denotes pX,´ωq. Under strong monotonicity hypotheses, Γ induces a functor
ΦΓ : DonpXq ÝÑ Don#pY q, ΦΓ : L ÞÑ
´
tptu LÝÑ X ΓÝÑ Y
¯
which on objects acts by the indicated concatenation. An important and difficult theorem due
to Wehrheim and Woodward is that if the geometric composition
Γ ˝ L “  u P Y ˇˇ px, uq P Γ for some x P L (
is an embedded Lagrangian submanifold, then ΦΓpLq and Γ ˝L are isomorphic in Don#pY q (in
particular, the formal composition is isomorphic to an object of the usual Donaldson category).
There is an underlying functor, built using quilt theory,
(3.11) Φ : DonpX´ ˆ Y q ÝÑ FunpDonpXq,Don#pY qq
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where Φ : Γ ÞÑ ΦΓ. In particular, if HF pΓ,Γq “ 0 (computed in X´ ˆ Y ) then ΦΓ is the zero
functor, whilst if ΦΓpLq ‰ 0 then Γ ‰ 0.
Example 3.11. cf. [104]. Let S3 Ă C2 denote the unit sphere. The Hopf map h : S3 Ñ S2
has pωstq|S3 “ h˚pωFSq. The graph of the composition pantipodalq ˝ h defines a Lagrangian
submanifold of B4prqˆP1, for any r ą 1, and hence a Lagrangian submanifold Γ “ S3 Ă P2ˆP1
with the monotone symplectic form. View Γ as a functor from DonpP1q to Don#pP2q. The
image ΦΓpS1eqq is quasi-isomorphic to the Clifford torus in P2. This has non-trivial self-Floer
cohomology as an instance of Example 3.9, which implies HF pΓ,Γq ‰ 0.
At first sight the passage to Don#pY q is slightly intimidating, since its definition involves ar-
bitrary sequences of intermediate symplectic manifolds, rendering it apparently unmanage-
able. However, given a finite collection of Lagrangians tLiu Ă Y and associated algebra
A “ ‘i,jHF ˚pLi, Ljq, there is a functor Don#pY q Ñ mod-pAq, which takes any generalised
Lagrangian to the direct sum of its Floer cohomologies with the Li, and this enables one to
bring tools from non-commutative algebra to bear on the extended category.
3.7. Applications, II. We briefly illustrate how the algebraic structures introduced so far
increase the applicability of the theory; the examples come from [21] and [99].
3.7.1. Nearby Lagrangians. Let L Ă T ˚S2k`1 be an exact Lagrangian with H1pL;Zq “ 0. We
claim that H˚pLq – H˚pS2k`1q. As in Example 3.11, the Hopf map
Ck`1zt0u Ą S2k`1 hÝÑ Pk
given by projectivising has the feature that h˚ωFS “ pωstq|S2k`1 . Therefore, taking the graph,
there is a Lagrangian embedding S2k`1 Ă Ck`1 ˆ pPkq´. Rescaling L Ă T ˚S2k`1 to lie near
the 0-section if necessary, L also embeds in this product. Since by hypothesis H1pL;Zq “ 0, the
embedding is monotone, henceHF pL,Lq is well-defined, computing in the product Ck`1ˆpPkq´.
By translations in the first factor it is obviously displaceable off itself, so HF pL,Lq “ 0.
Now consider the Oh spectral sequence, Proposition 3.7. L has vanishing Maslov class in
T ˚S2k`1, but has minimal Maslov number 2k ` 2 in Ck`1 ˆ pPkq´. That means the only
non-trivial differential in the Oh spectral sequence has the form
H i`2k`1pLq Ñ H ipLq Ñ H i´2k´1pLq @ 0 ď i ď 2k ` 1.
The desired conclusion is an immediate consequence.
3.7.2. Mapping class groups. Let S be a closed surface of genus 2, p P S, and MpSq the moduli
space of conjugacy classes of representations of pi1pSztpuq into SUp2q which take the boundary
loop to ´I. This is symplectic, being a quotient of the infinite-dimensional space of connections
in a rank two bundle E Ñ S, which has a natural symplectic form ωpa, bq “ şS trpa ^ bq for
a, b P Ω1pS; EndpEqq. The mapping class group ΓpS, pq of diffeomorphisms of S fixing p acts
symplectically on MpSq, and we claim that for any φ P ΓpS, pq, HF ˚pφq ‰ t0u.
The heart of the proof is the following inductive argument. A homologically essential simple
closed curve γ Ă S defines a Lagrangian 3-sphere SUp2q – Lγ ĂMpSq by taking the connections
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with trivial holonomy along γ. The Dehn twist τγ P ΓpS, pq acts on MpSq by the higher-
dimensional Dehn twist τLγ . The space MpSq is monotone with minimal Chern number 2, and
Specp˚c1 : QH˚pMpSqq Ñ QH˚pMpSqqq is t0,˘4iu. There are exact triangles
(3.12) HF ˚pφq // HF ˚pτLγ ˝ φq // HF ˚pLγ , φpLγqq
r1s
jj
for any φ P ΓpS, pq and essential γ Ă S. Consider the corresponding exact triangle of generalised
eigenspaces for the eigenvalue 4i. Since c1 ÞÑ m0pLγq P HF ˚pLγ , Lγq “ A, and Lγ has minimal
Maslov number ą 2, c1 acts trivially on A, and hence on the A-module HF ˚pLγ , φpLγqq. It
follows that the ˚c1-generalised eigenspace for the eigenvalue 4i is unchanged by composition
with τLγ , and an analogous argument shows it is unchanged by composing with an inverse
Dehn twist. Since such twists generate the mapping class group, inductively it suffices to prove
that the relevant eigenspace is non-zero for HF ˚pidq – QH˚pMpSqq. A theorem of Newstead
[70] identifies MpSq with an intersection of two quadric hypersurfaces in P5, from which the
computation of QH˚ is straightforward [31]: the 4i-generalised eigenspace has rank 1.
A corollary is that if Y Ñ S1 is any 3-manifold fibred by genus 2 curves, then pi1pY q admits a
non-abelian SOp3q-representation.
3.8. Shortcoming. The following situation often arises: a given symplectic manifold X con-
tains some finite collection of “distinguished” Lagrangian submanifolds, which one expects to
generate all Lagrangians by iteratedly forming cones of morphisms (e.g. by Lagrange surgeries,
or taking images under Dehn twists). The finite collection of Lagrangians tLiu define a ring
A “ ‘i,jHF ˚pLi, Ljq
and any other Lagrangian K defines a right A-module
YK “ ‘iHF ˚pLi,Kq.
Now given two Lagrangians K,K 1 there are two obvious groups one may consider: the geometri-
cally defined Floer cohomology HF ˚pK,K 1q, and the algebraically defined group of morphisms
ExtA˚´modpYK , YK1q. With the structure developed thus far, even if the intuition that the tLiu
should “generate” is correct, these two groups will typically disagree.
ﬃﬂ
ﬁ
ﬃﬂ
ﬁ
ζ1
ζ2
ζ3
ζ4
ζ5
σ
Figure 7. A genus two surface
Example 3.12. Consider the genus two surface. The curves ζi generate all simple closed
curves, in the sense that any homotopically essential curve must have non-trivial geometric
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intersection number with some ζi, and the Dehn twists τζj generate the mapping class group
6.
Over the ring A “ ‘i,jHF ˚pζi, ζjq the module Yσ defined by the curve σ is isomorphic to the
sum Yˆσ “ Sζ3‘Sζ3r1s of the simple module over ζ3 and its shift, essentially because there are no
non-constant holomorphic lunes or triangles in the picture. However, the endomorphism algebra
of Sζ3 ‘ Sζ3r1s is a matrix algebra, in particular ExtA´modpYˆσ, Yˆσq fl HF ˚pσ, σq “ H˚pS1q.
The problem here is that A is not just a ring, and in regarding it as such we are ignoring
important structure: we introduce that structure next.
Selected references. For basics on Floer (and quantum) cohomology, see [37, 71, 9, 67]. For
algebraic structures, see [16, 43, 104, 81], and many of Seidel’s papers, e.g. [84, 85, 86, 87].
4. The Fukaya category
4.1. A8-categories. A (non-unital) A8-category A over K comprises: a set of objects ObA;
for each X0, X1 P ObA a (Z2-graded or Z-graded, depending on the setting) K-vector space
homApX0, X1q; and K-linear composition maps, for k ě 1,
µkA : homApXk´1, Xkq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b homApX0, X1q ÝÑ homApX0, Xkqr2´ ks
of degree 2 ´ k (the notation rls refers to downward shift by l P Z, or l P Z2 as appropriate).
The maps tµku satisfy a hierarchy of quadratic equationsÿ
m,n
p´1qznµk´m`1A pad, . . . , an`m`1, µApan`m, . . . , an`1q, an . . . , a1q “ 0
with zn “ řnj“1 |aj | ´ n, |a| the degree of a, and where the sum runs over all possible compo-
sitions: 1 ď m ď k, 0 ď n ď k ´m. The equations imply in particular that homApX0, X1q is
a cochain complex with differential µ1A; the cohomological category HpAq has the same objects
as A but morphism groups are the cohomologies of these cochain complexes. HpAq has an
associative composition
ra2s ¨ ra1s “ p´1q|a1|rµ2Apa2, a1qs
whereas the chain-level composition µ2A on A is only associative up to homotopy. (Thus A is
not in fact a category.) More explicitly, if x, y, z satisfy µ1p¨q “ 0 then in A
µ1µ3px, y, zq ` µ2px, µ2py, zqq ` µ2pµ2px, yq, zq “ 0.
The higher-order compositions µdA are not chain maps, and do not descend to cohomology. An
A8-category with a single object is an A8-algebra.
Example 4.1. The singular chain complex C˚pΩQq of the based loop space of a topological
space Q is an A8-algebra, reflecting the fact that ΩQ is an h-space, with a composition from
concatenation of loops which is associative up to systems of higher homotopies.
A non-unital A8-functor F : A Ñ B between non-unital A8-categories A and B comprises a
map F : ObAÑ ObB, and multilinear maps for d ě 1
Fd : homApXd´1, Xdq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b homApX0, X1q Ñ homBpFX0,FXdqr1´ ds
6It will follow from Proposition 4.6 that the curves ζi split-generate the Fukaya category.
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now satisfying the polynomial equationsÿ
r
ÿ
s1`¨¨¨`sr“d
µrBpFsrpad, . . . , ad´sr`1q, . . . ,Fs1pas1 , . . . , a1qq
“
ÿ
m,n
p´1qznFd´m`1pad, . . . , an`m`1, µmA pan`m, . . . , an`1q, an, . . . a1q
Any such defines a functor HpFq : HpAq Ñ HpBq which takes ras ÞÑ rF1paqs. We say F is
a quasi-isomorphism if HpFq is an isomorphism. The class of A8-functors from A to B form
the objects of a non-unital A8-category Q “ nu-funpA,Bq, see [88]. If one pictures the A8-
operation (with many inputs and one output) as a tree, then the A8-relations involve summing
over images as on the right of the top line of Figure 8. In that language, if the functor operation
is like the mangrove (partially submerged tree) on the lower left of Figure 8, the functor relations
involve summing over pictures as on the lower right.
Figure 8. The A8-relations (top) and A8-functor relations (below) are sums
of compositions as depicted on the right sides of the figure.
Remark 4.2. A strictly unital A8-category A is one which has unit elements eX P hom0ApX,Xq
for each object X, such that the eX are closed, µ
1
ApeXq “ 0, and
µ2Apa, eXq “ a “ p´1q|a|µ2ApeX , aq, µkAp. . . , eX , . . .q “ 0 @ k ě 3.
A is cohomologically unital if HpAq is unital, i.e. is a linear category in the usual sense. Any
cohomologically unital A8-category is quasi-isomorphic to a strictly unital one [88].
4.2. A8-modules and twisted complexes. An A8-module M is an element of the category
nu-funpAopp, Chq, with Ch the dg-category of chain complexes. Concretely, this associates to
any X P ObA a Z or Z2-graded K-vector space MpXq, and there are maps for k ě 1
µkM : MpXk´1q b homApXk´2, Xk´1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b homApX0, X1q ÑMpX0qr2´ ks.
The A8-functor equations imply that µ1M is a differential on the chain complex MpX0q. For any
Y P ObA, there is an associated Yoneda module Y defined by
YpXq “ homApX,Y q; µdY “ µdA.
The association Y ÞÑ Y extends to a canonical non-unital A8-functor AÑ mod-pAq, the Yoneda
embedding. The category of A8-modules is naturally a triangulated A8-category: morphisms
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have cones. More precisely, if c P homApY0, Y1q is a degree zero cocycle, µ1Apcq “ 0, there is an
A8-module Conepcq defined by
(4.1) ConepcqpXq “ homApX,Y0qr1s ‘ homApX,Y1q
and with operations µdConepcqppb0, b1q, ad´1, . . . , a1q given by the pair of terms´
µdApb0, ad´1, . . . , a1q, µdApb1, , ad´1, . . . , a1q ` µd`1A pc, b0, ad´1, . . . , a1q
¯
.
One can generalise the mapping cone construction and consider twisted complexes in A. First,
the additive enlargement ΣA has objects formal direct sums
(4.2) X “ ‘iPIV i bXi
with tXiu P ObA and V i finite-dimensional graded K-vector spaces. A twisted complex is a
pair pX, δXq with X P ΣA and δX P hom1ΣApX,Xq a matrix of differentials
(4.3) δX “ pδjiXq; δjiX “
ÿ
k
φjik b xjik
with φjik P HomKpV i, V jq, xjik P homApXi, Xjq and having total degree |φjik| ` |xjik| “ 1.
The differential δX should satisfy the two properties
‚ δX is strictly lower-triangular with respect to some filtration of X;
‚ ř8r“1 µrΣApδX , . . . , δXq “ 0.
Twisted complexes form the objects of an A8-category TwpAq, which has the property that all
morphisms can be completed with cones to sit in exact triangles. Moreover, exact triangles can
be manipulated rather effectively, for instance they can be “rolled up”:
(4.4) X0
a // X1 // Y
r1see
, X1
b // X2 // Z
r1see
ñ X0 ba // X2 // ConepZ Ñ Y q
r1sgg
which means that one can also manipulate the associated long exact sequences in cohomology.
By taking the tensor product of an object X by K placed in some non-zero degree, one sees
TwpAq has a shift functor, which has the effect of shifting degrees of all morphism groups down
by one. In the Z2-graded case, the square of this functor is trivial.
Finally, the derived category DpipAq “ HpTwpipAqq is given by taking the idempotent completion
of TwpAq, which incorporates new objects so that any cohomological idempotent morphism in
HpTw Aq splits in TwpipAq, and then passing to cohomology. This is also sometimes called the
category of perfect modules, denoted PerfpAq. Despite its rather involved construction, this is
an A8-category with good properties: being both triangulated and idempotent complete, it can
often be reconstructed (up to an unknown quasi-isomorphism) from a finite amount of data, see
Section 4.6, in a way that neither A nor TwpAq themselves can be.
4.3. Holomorphic polygons. Let X be a symplectic manifold; for simplicity we will suppose
this satisfies some exactness or monotonicity, and restrict to exact or monotone Lagrangians,
rather than grappling with obstruction theory. We follow [88, 96] in constructing the Fukaya
category via consistent choices of Hamiltonian perturbations.
To start, fix a (usually finite) collection L of Lagrangians which we require to be exact or
monotone, oriented, and compact. The Fukaya category FpXq will be a K-linear A8-category
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with objects the elements of L. If charpKq ‰ 2 then we assume that the elements of L are
also equipped with spin structures. Given a pair pL0, L1q of Lagrangians in L, fix a compactly
supported Hamiltonian function
(4.5) HL0,L1 : r0, 1s ˆX Ñ R
whose time-1 flow maps L0 to a Lagrangian φ
1
HpL0q transverse to L1. Let XpL0, L1q denote the
set of intersection points φ1HpL0q&L1, and set
(4.6) CF ˚pL0, L1q ”
à
xPXpL0,L1q
orx
where orx is a 1-dimensional K-vector space of “coherent orientations” at x, see [88, Section 11h],
which is associated to x through the index theory of the B-operator. We take a time-dependent
almost complex structure given by a map J : r0, 1s Ñ J, which defines an R-translation invariant
structure on the domain r0, 1s ˆ R. The differential in CF ˚pL0, L1q counts Floer trajectories,
i.e. solutions of the equations (3.1) defined with respect to J , which are rigid (virtual dimension
zero). We assume that HL0,L1 and J are chosen generically so that these moduli spaces are
regular, see [38].
To define the A8-structure on the category, for k ě 2 let Rk`1 denote the moduli space of discs
with k`1 punctures on the boundary; these domains are all rigid, and the moduli space of such
is the Stasheff associahedron. Let ∆ denote the unit disc in C. As in [88, Section 12g], we orient
Rk`1 by fixing the positions of p0, p1, and p2, thereby identifying the interior of Rk`1 with an
open subset of pB∆qk´2, which is canonically oriented. Having fixed the distinguished puncture
p0, the remainder tp1, . . . , pku are ordered counter-clockwise along the boundary. Following [88,
Section 9g], choose families of strip-like ends for all punctures. Concretely, we set
(4.7) Z´ “ p´8, 0s ˆ r0, 1s and Z` “ r0,8q ˆ r0, 1s
and choose, for each surface Σ P Rk`1, conformal embeddings
(4.8) 0 : Z´ Ñ Σ, i : Z` Ñ Σ for 1 ď i ď k
which take BZ˘ into BΣ, and which converge at the end to the punctures pi. The differences in
the choices of ends reflects the fact that p0 will be an output and the other pi’s inputs to the
A8-operations.
Given a sequence pL0, . . . , Lkq of objects of L we next choose inhomogeneous data on the
universal curve over Rk`1. Given Σ P Rk`1 and z P Σ, this data comprises a map
(4.9) K : TzΣ Ñ C8ct pX,Rq
subject to the constraint that i˚K “ HLi´1,Lidt. (The Deligne-Mumford compactifications of
the spaces Rk`1 have boundary strata which are products of smaller associahedra, and the
inhomogeneous data is constructed inductively over these moduli spaces so as to be compatible
with that stratification as well as with the strip-like ends.) K defines a 1-form on Σ with values
in the space of vector fields on X, namely Y pξq “ XKpξq (where XH is as usual the Hamiltonian
vector field associated to H). We obtain a Floer (i.e. perturbed Cauchy-Riemann) equation:
(4.10) J pdupξq ´ Y pξqq “ dupjξq ´ Y pjξq,
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on the space of maps u : Σ Ñ X taking the boundary segment from pi´1 to pi on the disc to
Li. We denote by
Rk`1pX|x0;xk, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1q
the space of finite energy solutions which converge to xi along the end i. Standard regularity
results imply that, for generic data, this space is a smooth manifold of dimension
(4.11) k ´ 2` degpx0q ´
kÿ
i“1
degpxiq.
The Gromov-Floer construction produces a compactification of Rk`1pX|x0;xk, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1q consist-
ing of stable discs. The exactness or monotonicity hypotheses we impose ensure that, if the
dimension of Rk`1pX|x0;xk, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x1q is at most 1, the compactification contains no sphere or
disc bubbles, and is again a smooth closed manifold of the correct dimension. The moduli space
is oriented relative to the orientation lines by the choice of orientation on the associahedron.
In particular, whenever (4.11) vanishes, the signed count of elements of Rk`1pX|x0;xk, . . . , x1q
defines a map:
(4.12) orxk b ¨ ¨ ¨ b orx1 Ñ orx0 .
By definition, (4.12) defines the orx0-component of the A8-operation µkFpXq restricted to the
given inputs:
(4.13) orxk b ¨ ¨ ¨ b orx1 Ă CF ˚pLk´1, Lkq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b CF ˚pL0, L1q Ñ CF ˚pL0, Lkq.
The A8-relations are algebraic shadows of the structure of the Deligne-Mumford compactifica-
tion of the moduli space of stable disks with boundary marked points R
k`1
: the terms in the
quadratic associativity equations correspond to codimension one facets in the boundary locus
of singular stable disks, cf. Figure 9 (and compare to Figure 3). The next compactification R
5
is a pentagon, and the five facets are the terms in the first quadratic equation involving µ4, etc.
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Figure 9. The compactifications R
4pδ;α, β, γq and R5p;α, β, γ, δq.
Example 4.3. The Fukaya category is built out of holomorphic discs, which lift to covering
spaces. Let pi : M˜ Ñ M be a finite Galois cover of Stein manifolds, and let Fp¨q denote
the exact Fukaya category. There is a functor pi˚ : FpMq ÝÑ FpM˜q which takes L P FpMq
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to the total preimage pi´1pLq Ă M˜ , and such that the map on morphisms HF ˚pL,Lq Ñ
HF ˚ppi´1pLq, pi´1pLqq agrees with the classical pullback on cohomology (since the fixed locus
of the group action is presumed trivial, equivariant transversality is not problematic). Deck
transformations of pi act by autoequivalences of FpM˜q.
Fukaya categories are cohomologically unital because HF ˚pL,Lq is a unital ring. However, they
are not “geometrically” strictly unital, i.e. there are not typically strict units without applying
some abstract quasi-isomorphism.
In a few cases, one can regard the passage from twisted complexes Tw FpXq to their idempotent
completion Twpi FpXq as follows: iterated Lagrange surgeries (which we can hope to interpret
as mapping cones) give rise to Lagrangian submanifolds which may be disconnected, and one
is including the individual components in taking split-closure. In general no such geometric
interpretation is available: for instance, for the diagonal S2 Ă P1ˆpP1q´ the Floer cohomology–
QH˚pP1q has an idempotent, and the summands of the object have homology classes p1˘rS2sq{2,
which do not live in pure degree.
4.4. Twists. A particularly important class of mapping cones are those arising from twist
functors. Given Y P ObA and an A-module M, we define the twist TYM to be the module
TYMpXq “MpY q b homApX,Y qr1s ‘MpXq
which is the cone over the canonical evaluation morphism
(4.14) MpY q b YÑM,
where Y denotes the Yoneda image of Y . For two objects Y0, Y1 P ObA, the essential feature of
the twist is that it gives rise to a canonical exact triangle in HpAq
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HomHpAqpY0, Y1q b Y0 Ñ Y1 Ñ TY0pY1q r1sÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
where TY0pY1q is any object whose Yoneda image is TY0pY1q; if HpAq has finite-dimensional
morphism spaces, such an object necessarily exists, cf. [88, p. 64].
For Fukaya categories, the twist functor TL P nu-funpFpXq,FpXqq plays a special role when L
is spherical, meaning that HomDonpXqpL,Lq – H˚pSnq. Suppose L Ă X is a Lagrangian sphere;
the geometric twist τL is the autoequivalence of FpXq defined by the positive Dehn twist in L,
cf. Section 3.5. On the other hand, in the monotone or exact case, such a sphere gives rise to a
well-defined (though in the monotone case not a priori non-zero) object of the Fukaya category
FpXq, hence an algebraic twist functor in the sense described above.
Theorem 4.4 (Seidel). If L Ă X is a Lagrangian sphere, equipped with the non-trivial Spin
structure if L – S1, then τL and TL are quasi-isomorphic in nu-funpFpXq,FpXqq.
This is [88, Corollary 17.17] for exact symplectic manifolds, and the argument in the monotone
case is similar. This gives a basic link between algebra and geometry, and strengthens the exact
triangle in the Donaldson category which we introduced previously in Section 3.6.3.
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4.5. Classification strategies. One strategy for understanding the Fukaya category of a
given symplectic manifold pX,ωq has three basic steps: identify a collection of “favourite”
Lagrangian submanifolds tLiu; compute the A8-structure on the finite-dimensional algebra
‘i,jHF ˚pLi, Ljq; and then prove the tLiu (split-)generate FpXq. The central step is often
roundabout, to minimise the need for explicit solutions to the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
4.5.1. Hochschild cohomology. The Hochschild cohomology of an A8-category is defined by the
following bar complex CC˚pA,Aq. A degree r cochain is a sequence phdqdě0 of collections of
linear maps
hdpX1,...,Xd`1q :
1â
i“d
homApXi, Xi`1q Ñ homApX1, Xd`1qrr ´ ds
for each pX1, . . . , Xd`1q P ObpAqd`1. The differential is defined by the sum over concatenations
(4.15)
pBhqdpad, . . . , a1q “ÿ
i`jăd`1
p´1qpr`1qziµd`1´jA pad, . . . , ai`j`1, hjpai`j , . . . , ai`1q, ai, . . . , a1q
`
ÿ
i`jďd`1
p´1qzi`r`1hd`1´jpad, . . . , ai`j`1, µjApai`j , . . . , ai`1q, ai, . . . , a1q.
More succinctly, in fact HH˚pA,Aq “ HphomfunpA,Aqpid, idqq. Hochschild cohomology of an
A8-category over a field is invariant under both taking twisted complexes and idempotent
completion [92, Section 1c].
Let A be a Z2-graded algebra over a field K which has characteristic not equal to 2. We will
be interested in Z2-graded A8-structures on A which have trivial differential. Such a structure
comprises a collection of maps
tαi : Abi Ñ Auiě2
of parity i. We introduce the mod 2 graded Hochschild cochain complex
CC‚`1pA,Aq “
ź
iě2
Homp‚`iqpAbi, Aq
where Homp‚`iq means we consider homomorphisms of parity ‚ ` i. This carries the usual
differential dCC‚ and the Gerstenhaber bracket r¨, ¨s. A8-structures pαiq on A which extend its
given product correspond to elements of CC1pA,Aq satisfying the Maurer-Cartan equation
(4.16) dCC‚pαq ` 1
2
rα, αs “ 0 with α1 “ α2 “ 0.
Elements pgiqiě1 of CC0pA,Aq, comprising maps Abi Ñ A of parity i´ 1, act by gauge trans-
formations on the set of Maurer-Cartan solutions pαiqiě2, at least when suitable convergence
conditions apply. Thus, the set of A8-structures on a given algebra A is bound up with the
Hochschild cochain complex of A. To connect the two discussions, if A denotes the A8-algebra
defined by the Maurer-Cartan element α P CC1pA,Aq, with HpAq “ A, then HH˚pA,Aq is the
cohomology of the complex CC‚pA,Aq with respect to the twisted differential dCC‚ ` r¨, αs.
The closed-open map CO0 : QH˚pXq Ñ HF ˚pL,Lq from (3.9) extends, by considering discs
with an interior input and several boundary inputs as well as a single boundary output, to a
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map
(4.17) CO : QH˚pXq ÝÑ HH˚pFpXq,FpXqq
which we still call the closed-open string map; composing this with the truncation map which
projects to the length zero part of the Hochschild complex recovers the map (3.9) introduced
previously.
Remark 4.5. In Section 3.6.2 we remarked that Auroux, Kontsevich and Seidel proved that
for monotone symplectic manifolds, the possible summands of the Fukaya category FpXq are
indexed by the eigenvalues of ˚c1pXq. Formally, their argument starts from the observation that
the composition
CO0 : QH˚pXq ÝÑ HH˚pFpXq,FpXqq ÝÑ HF ˚pL,Lq
of (4.17) with truncation to the length zero part of the Hochschild complex satisfies
(4.18) CO0p2c1pXqq “ 2m0pLq P HF ˚pL,Lq.
Recalling that µL ÞÑ 2c1pXq under H2pX,Lq Ñ H2pXq and taking a representative D for
the Maslov cycle µL P H2pX,Lq “ H2ctpXzLq – H2n´2pXzLq disjoint from L, to eliminate
contributions from constant discs, both sides of (4.18) count essentially the same thing: a
Maslov index two disc with boundary on L and with an interior marked point constrained to lie
on D. For index reasons, m0pLq P HF ˚pL,Lq is a multiple of the unit eL (tautologically, the
zero multiple if L bounds no Maslov index two disc). If m0pLq “ λeL then
QH˚pXq Ñ HF ˚pL,Lq takes 2pc1 ´ λ1q ÞÑ 0
and hence c1 ´ λ1 is not invertible, in characteristic ‰ 2.
4.5.2. Finite determinacy. Just as the product on Floer cohomology has an underlying A8-
structure at chain level, the Lie bracket on Hochschild cohomology has an underlying L8-
structure at chain level. Kontsevich’s formality theorem [58] asserts that if A is a smooth
commutative algebra, under suitable filtered nilpotence conditions there is a quasi-isomorphism
of L8-algebras CC˚pA,Aq Ñ HH˚pA,Aq which induces a bijection on the set of Maurer-Cartan
solutions. This enables one to transfer existence and classification results for A8-structures on
A into questions about Hochschild cohomology and the action thereon of gauge transformations.
The conclusion is well illustrated by taking A “ ΛpV q to be a finite-dimensional exterior al-
gebra. The Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg theorem identifies Hochschild cohomology with the
Lie algebra of polyvector fields on V , namely
Sym‚pV _q b ΛpV q “ CrrV ss b ΛpV q.
The Lie algebra structure comes from the Schouten bracket
(4.19)
rf ξi1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξik , g ξj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ξjls “ř
qp´1qk´q´1f pBiqgq ξi1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^xξiq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξik ^ ξj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξjl`ř
qp´1ql´q`pk´1qpl´1qg pBjqfq ξj1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xξjq ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξjl ^ ξi1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ ξik .
Since the Schouten bracket vanishes on functions, Kontsevich’s theorem implies that any formal
function W P CrrV ss defines a solution of Maurer-Cartan, hence an A8-structure on ΛpV q; and
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that two functions which differ by pullback by a formal diffeomorphism define quasi-isomorphic
A8-structures.
Suppose now W has an isolated critical point at 0 P V . Then classical finite determinacy for
singularities implies that W is equivalent under formal change of variables to a polynomial. In
this sense, the A8-structure defined by W is completely determined by a finite amount of data
(up to quasi-isomorphism), hence is in principle computable, even though a priori it may admit
infinitely many non-zero products. See Section 5.2 for an outline example.
4.6. Generation. It is important to have a criterion for a finite collection of Lagrangians
to generate the Fukaya category. Explicitly, given L1, . . . , Lk Ă X, there is an A8-algebra
A “ ‘i,jHF ˚pLi, Ljq. One says that the Li split-generate FpXq if every object of FpXq is
quasi-isomorphic to a summand of some twisted complex on the tLiu, which implies the functor
FpXq ÝÑ modA8pAq, K ÞÑ ‘iHF ˚pK,Liq
is a fully faithful embedding. We will mention two sufficient criteria; the latter is stronger, but
the former is applicable in some interesting situations.
4.6.1. Positive relations. Suppose first tL1, . . . , Lku Ă X are all Lagrangian spheres, and fur-
thermore that they satisfy a positive relation, meaning that some word w P xτL1 , . . . , τLky in
positive Dehn twists τLi is Hamiltonian isotopic to the identity. The data of w, together with
the isotopy, define a symplectic Lefschetz fibration XÑ P1 with generic fibre symplectomorphic
to X, whose monodromy over C Ă P1 is given by w, and which is completed to a fibration over
8 P P1 via the given Hamiltonian isotopy. The point of insisting that the isotopy be Hamil-
tonian (and not just symplectic) is that the total space of X then carries a symplectic structure
which extends the fibrewise structure coming from X. In particular, there is a good theory of
holomorphic curves in X. In stating the following Proposition, we assume that X is monotone
and work over C, so as in Remark 4.5, FpXq “ ‘λFpX;λq with λ P Specp˚c1pXqq.
Proposition 4.6. Let Cpwq P QH˚pXq denote the cycle obtained by evaluating holomorphic
sections of X Ñ P1 at a base-point. Suppose the Li all belong to FpX;λq, and that quantum
cup-product by Cpwq on QH˚pX;λq is nilpotent. Then the tLiu split-generate FpX;λq. In
particular, if λ “ 0 and Cpwq is a multiple of c1pXq, the Lj split-generate FpX; 0q.
Proof. By the correspondence between algebraic and geometric Dehn twists, Proposition 4.4,
there are exact triangles
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HF pL,Kq b LÑ K Ñ τLpKq r1sÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
for any Lagrangian K Ă X lying in the λ-summand of the category. Concatenating the triangles
for the τLj occuring in w, as in (4.4), defines a natural map
(4.20) K Ñ
ź
ij
τLijK – K
defined by an element of HF ˚pK,Kq. From the original construction of the long exact sequence
in Floer cohomology [86] and Section 3.6.3, the natural map K Ñ τLpKq arises from counting
sections of a Lefschetz fibration over an annulus with a single critical point. The gluing theorem
[86, Proposition 2.22] implies that the concatenation of such maps counts holomorphic sections
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of the Lefschetz fibration given by sewing several such annuli together. Under the natural
restriction map r : H˚pMq Ñ HF ˚pK,Kq, Equation 4.20 is given by multiplication by the
image of the cycle class rpCpwqq P HF ˚pK,Kq. If Cpwq vanishes, one map in the iterated exact
triangle vanishes, and K is a summand in an iterated cone amongst the tLiu. If ˚Cpwq is
nilpotent, we can run the same argument after replacing w by wN for N " 0. 
4.6.2. Abouzaid’s criterion. The obvious drawback of Proposition 4.6 is that the Li need to be
spheres. A better criterion was given by Abouzaid [3], in the exact case, and by Abouzaid-
Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono (in preparation) in general; explanations of the latter for monotone man-
ifolds are given in [81, 96].
Theorem 4.7 (Abouzaid-Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono). If the map CO : QH˚pXq Ñ HH˚pA,Aq is
an isomorphism, then the Li split-generate FpXq.
It is instructive to consider a toy-model case of the situation considered in Theorem 4.7, which
works at the level of the length zero part of Hochschild cohomology, where the closed-open
map of (4.17) reduces to the simpler (3.9) considered before. Suppose there is a Lagrangian
submanifold L P FpX;λq with the property that
CO0 : QH˚pX;λq Ñ HF ˚pL,Lq
is an isomorphism. We will show that in that case L split-generates FpX;λq. Indeed, for any
K P FpX;λq, it will suffice to show the map
(4.21) HF ˚pL,Kq bHF ˚pK,Lq ÝÑ HF ˚pK,Kq
hits the unit 1K . To check that, write 1K “ řNj“1 pj ¨ qj in (4.21). There are maps
α “
Nÿ
j“1
µ2ppj , ¨q and β “ pµ2pq1, ¨q, . . . , µ2pqN , ¨qq
which fit into a diagramÀN
j“1 HF ˚pL,Lq
α //
oo
β
HF ˚pL,Kq α ˝ β “ 1K
which shows that β ˝ α is idempotent, and has image a copy of HF ˚pL,Kq Ă ‘jHF ˚pL,Lq.
Given this, K P TwpixLy is a direct summand of copies of L (quasi-isomorphic to the image of
the idempotent β ˝ α, which is introduced formally as an object in taking the split-closure).
L K
L
K
K
L
Figure 10. A variant of the Cardy relation
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To see (4.21) hits the unit, we study a 1-parameter family of annuli, see Figure 10 (such
arguments go by the name of Cardy relations, and go back in this context to [16]). On the left
side of that picture, we fix marked points on the L and K boundary components. By considering
that nodal annulus as a disc in X ˆ X with an incidence condition at the origin, the picture
represents the image of the diagonal
(4.22) ∆ Ă QH˚pXq bQH˚pXq ÝÑ HF ˚pL,Lq bHF ˚pK,Kq.
If tr: HF ˚pL,Lq – QH˚pX;λq Ñ C is the restriction of the usual trace on QH˚pXq given by
pairing with the fundamental class, we therefore get a class ptr b idqp∆q P HF ˚pK,Kq. On
the other hand, the annulus in the middle of Figure 10 (with its two boundary marked points)
can be broken at the other end of a one-dimensional degeneration into a strip with a boundary
marked point and a three punctured disc. Using the trace on HF ˚pL,Lq to cap off the boundary
marked point in this setting amounts to considering the composite
(4.23)
KÑ HF ˚pL,Kq bHF ˚pL,Lq bHF ˚pK,Lq trÝÑ HF ˚pL,Kq bHF ˚pK,Lq µ2ÝÑ HF ˚pK,Kq.
Via this 1-parameter family of annuli, one sees that ptr b idqp∆q lies in the image of (4.23),
and hence in the image of multiplication (4.21). Since the diagonal is given by rXs b id`(other
terms), and QH˚pXq Ñ HF ˚pK,Kq is unital and factors through QH˚pX;λq, one sees by
comparing (4.22) and (4.23) that the image of (4.21) contains the unit, as required.
4.7. Applications, III. We contine our running theme of illustrating the algebraic machinery
in some typical situations; see [46, 69] respectively [5].
4.7.1. Nearby Lagrangians. It is a non-trivial theorem that every exact Lagrangian submanifold
of the cotangent bundle is isomorphic in the Fukaya category to the zero-section, so the compact
Fukaya category only contains one object. The proof of this result goes via a description of a
more interesting category which incorporates non-compact Lagrangian submanifolds, namely
the cotangent fibres. The essential point is that these fibres generate (suitable versions of) the
Fukaya category; this fact was already prefigured in (3.6).
There are several different approaches at a technical level, but any of them lead to the following.
Let L Ă T ˚Q be an exact Lagrangian with vanishing Maslov class. The Floer cohomology groups
HF ˚pTx˚Q,Lq form a flat bundle of Z-graded vector spaces over Q, which we denote by EL. One
associates to L Ă T ˚Q the underlying chain-level object, which is a Z-graded dg-sheaf EL over
Q with fibre CF ˚pL, Tx˚Qq, and argues that this association fully faithfully embeds the Fukaya
category FpT ˚Qq into a category of graded dg-sheaves on Q. There is the usual local-to-global
spectral sequence for computing Ext’s of sheaves
E1 “ H˚pQ; ExtpEL,ELqq ùñ Ext˚pHpELq, HpELqq
and the target group can be identified with Floer cohomology HF ˚pL,Lq by fullness and faith-
fulness of the embedding of FpT ˚Qq. The E2-page of the spectral sequence then gives
(4.24) Ers2 “ HrpQ; EndspELqq ñ H˚pL;Kq
with End˚pELq the graded endomorphism bundle. Because pi1pQq “ 0, EL is a trivial bundle,
so the E2 page is a “box” H
˚pQqbEndpHF ˚pTx˚ , Lqq. The E2 level differential goes from pr, sq
to pr`2, s´1q, and similarly for the higher pages. Hence, the bottom left and top right corners
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of the box necessarily survive to E8. Since E8 is concentrated in degrees 0 ď ˚ ď n “ dimpQq,
it follows that HF ˚pTx˚ , Lq – K must be one-dimensional, and projection LÑ Q has degree 1.
Given that, the spectral sequence degenerates, yielding H˚pL;Kq – H˚pQ;Kq. There is also a
spectral sequence
(4.25) E1 “ H˚pQ; ExtpEQ,ELqq ùñ HF ˚pQ,Lq.
A similar analysis shows the edge homomorphism is an isomorphism in top degree n; that edge
homomorphism has an interpretation in terms of a Floer product, and one concludes that
HFnpTx˚Q,Lq bHF 0pQ,Tx˚Qq ÝÑ HFnpQ,Lq
is an isomorphism, for any x P Q. It then follows that there is an element α P HF 0pQ,Lq with
the property that
µ2pα, ¨q : HF ˚pTx˚ , Qq Ñ HF ˚pTx˚ , Lq
is an isomorphism, but since fibres generate the category, that is exactly saying that α defines
an isomorphism between Q and L in FpT ˚Qq.
4.7.2. Mapping class groups. Part of Theorem 4.4 is the statement that the algebraic twist
functor TL, which exists for any object L P FpXq, is invertible when L is a sphere. That
argument can be made purely algebraic, and would apply equally well when L “ Σ is any
integral homology sphere. Let MΣ “ T ˚Σ#T ˚Sn be the manifold given by plumbing the
given cotangent bundles, i.e. by capping off one fibre of T ˚Σ to a closed Lagrangian sphere
(this surgery can be performed in the Stein category). The Z2-graded exact Fukaya category
FpMΣq admits the endofunctor TΣ, which is an equivalence since Σ is a homology sphere. That
equivalence is easily seen to be infinite order. Suppose pi1pΣq is finite but not trivial. We
claim that TΣ is not induced by any compactly supported symplectomorphism, i.e. there is
no geometric Dehn twist. (We introduce MΣ to give an argument wholly in terms of closed
Lagrangians, rather than with the non-compact cotangent fibres.)
Let ι : Σ˜ Ñ Σ denote the universal covering, and pi : M˜Σ Ñ MΣ the induced covering. Fix a
coefficient field K of characteristic dividing the index of ι. Suppose for contradiction that the
algebraic twist TΣ is induced by a compactly supported symplectomorphism τ . Considering
τ ˝ τ , or its inverse, and recalling the definition of the twist functor in Equation 4.14, we infer
that there is an exact Lagrangian submanifold L ĂMΣ representing the twisted complex
(4.26) Σ Ð Σ Ð Sn
with the leftmost arrow given by multiplication by the fundamental class rΣs, and where Sn
is the other core component. Now recall Example 4.3. The inverse image of (4.26) in FpM˜Σq
is represented by Σ˜ Ð Σ˜ Ð pi´1pSnq, in which the left differential vanishes: it is obtained by
pullback from the fundamental class of Σ, so is zero in the coefficient field K by our choice of
characteristic of K.
Being the preimage of a connected Lagrangian submanifold L under a covering, all the com-
ponents of pi´1pLq are diffeomorphic and moreover related by deck transformations and hence
autoequivalences of FpM˜Σq. The complex Σ Ð Sn is the image of Σ under the Dehn twist in
Sn. Therefore, both Σ˜ and Σ˜ Ð pi´1pSnq are represented by connected Lagrangians, hence are
indecomposable objects (we are in a Z-graded situation, and HF 0 has rank 1 for a connected
Lagrangian). They are not in the same orbit under deck transformations, again by Example
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4.3: on taking Floer cohomology with a cotangent fibre to one of the components of pi´1pSnq,
the Floer group has rank 0 in one case, and 1 in the other. The previous paragraph showed
that, up to shifts,
(4.27) pi´1pLq – Σ˜‘
´
Σ˜ Ð pi´1pSnq
¯
in the category FpM˜Σq. We have now shown that the RHS of (4.27) is not quasi-isomorphic
to a direct sum of indecomposables lying in a single orbit of the covering group, which is a
contradiction.
Selected references. For background on A8-algebra and the Fukaya category, see [88, 43].
For Hochschild cohomology and deformation theory arguments, see [90, 91].
5. Examples
We describe the Fukaya categories of various manifolds “explicitly”. The examples are real
surfaces (with Lagrangian circles which bound no discs), Calabi-Yau surfaces (governed by
Example 3.5) or monotone varieties, so these categories can be defined by elementary means.
5.1. The 2-torus. Take K “ Λ. An application of Proposition 4.6 shows that the longitude
l and meridian m split-generate FpT 2q. Indeed, pτlτmq6 “ id, the corresponding Lefschetz
fibration XÑ P1 is a rational elliptic surface, and the cycle class Cpwq counts the finitely many
p´1q-curve sections, hence evaluates to a non-zero multiple of the top class in H2pT 2q. The
circles l, m bound no holomorphic discs so have self-Floer cohomology equal to H˚pS1q. The
two circles meet transversely at a single point, which defines generators rps P HF 0pl,mq and
rqs P HF 1pm, lq. Here we choose the grading for p and that for q is forced by Poincare´ duality,
which also implies that the products µ2pp, qq and µ2pq, pq are non-trivial. For grading reasons
these are the only non-trivial products except those forced by unitality. It follows that the
six-dimensional algebra A “ HF pl‘m, l‘mq can be described in terms of the quotient of the
path algebra ΠQ of the quiver Q below
l
rps
**
m
rqs
ii
by the ideal generated by the compositions aÑ bÑ aÑ b and bÑ aÑ bÑ a, i.e. as ΠQ{xJy3,
for J the ideal generated by all arrows. For quotients of path algebras by powers of the arrow
ideal, the bar complex has large acyclic subcomplexes, which means that Hochschild cohomology
can be computed rather tractably. Starting from here, Lekili and Perutz [63] determined all
possible A8-structures on the 6-dimensional algebra A.
Theorem 5.1 (Lekili-Perutz). Suppose charpKq R t2, 3u. Any minimal A8-structure on A is
gauge-equivalent to the subcategory of the derived category of sheaves on a unique cubic curve
in the family
ty2z “ 4x3 ´ pxz2 ´ qz3u Ă A2p,q ˆ P2
generated by the structure sheaf O and skyscraper sheaf Sr0,1,0s.
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Lekili and Perutz also show that if one takes a point on the discriminant tp3 “ 27q2u where the
cubic curve acquires a node, the category reproduces the subcategory of FpT 2ztptuq generated by
tl,mu Ă T 2ztptu, which in particular shows that the latter category is not formal – even though
the punctured 2-torus is exact and the only non-trivial holomorphic polygons are constant
polygons (which, crucially, are not transversely cut out, so must be counted “virtually”). This
illustrates the difficulty in making direct computations in the Fukaya category without resort
to algebraic classification results.
5.2. The genus two surface. Consider a hyperelliptic curve Σ2 Ñ P1 branched at the origin
and the fifth roots of unity. Fix a primitive θ for the pullback of ωΣ2 to the unit circle bundle
of TΣ2. Although not monotone, the curve Σ2 has a well-defined “balanced” Fukaya category
(linear over C) whose objects are Lagrangian circles γ : S1 ãÑ Σ2 for which
ş
γpDγq˚θ “ 0.
(Non-contractible isotopy classes of curves contain unique balanced representatives; energy and
index are correlated for polygons with balanced boundary conditions; finally, the category FpΣ2q
is independent of the choice of θ up to quasi-isomorphism.) A collection of 5 balanced curves
γi is given by the matching paths depicted on the left of Figure 11, and these split-generate the
Fukaya category by another application of Proposition 4.6.
Figure 11. Generators for FpΣ2q and a holomorphic hexagon
The choice of the γi as split-generators is motivated by Seidel’s observation [91] that
‘i,jHF ˚pγi, γjq – Λ˚pV q ¸ Z5
for a 3-dimensional vector space V . A8-structures can therefore be approached using the tools of
Section 4.5.2 (which admit straightforward equivariant versions in the presence of a finite group
action), i.e. described in terms of polyvector fields. Direct computation shows the A8-structure
is given by a pair pW, ηq comprising a formal function and formal 2-form with
W “ z1z2z3 ` z51 ` z52 ` z53 `Op6q
(we are ignoring signs, which can be massaged by suitable changes of basis in the Floer com-
plexes). The low-order non-trivial coefficients arise from higher multiplications µ3 and µ5 de-
termined by “manifest” holomorphic polygons: the triangles which sit in the corners of the
pentagram, or the pentagons such as that whose boundary is sketched on the right side of
Figure 11 (projecting to P1 with multiplicity two over the inner pentagon). In each case these
polygons have an additional boundary marked point at which the map is smooth but constrained
to lie on a cycle on a given Lagrangian, which occurs as two adjacent boundary conditions in
the associated quadrilateral respectively hexagon. Since W has an isolated singularity at 0, it
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is equivalent by formal change of variables to a polynomial, and in fact to its degree ď 5 Taylor
series. This gives a complete description of the split-closure of FpΣ2q in terms of modules over
an explicit A8-algebra.
5.3. The 4-torus. Take K “ Λ. A special case of Theorem 5.1 (which was known earlier)
shows that DpiFpT 2q » DbpEq, where T 2 is the square symplectic torus and E the Tate curve.
Fukaya categories obey a kind of Ku¨nneth theorem [4]; using (the A8-refinement of) Wehrheim-
Woodward’s quilt theory, Section 3.6.4 and (3.11), one can identify DpiFpT 2 ˆ T 2q with the
category of endofunctors of DpiFpT 2q » DbpEq. That implies that FpT 4q is split-generated by
the four Lagrangian two-tori l ˆ l, l ˆm,mˆ l,mˆm, and
(5.1) DpiFpT 4q » DbpE ˆ Eq.
(5.1) has concrete consequences for the symplectic topology of the 4-torus. Suppose φ : T 4 Ñ T 4
is a symplectomorphism which acts trivially on cohomology. It then has a well-defined flux,
meaning that for any 1-cycle γ P H1pT 4q, one can pick a 2-chain Cγ with BCγ “ γ Y φpγq and
consider
ş
Cγ
ω P R{Z, where dividing out by the periods of the symplectic form removes the
non-uniqueness in the choice of Cγ .
Proposition 5.2. If φ has trivial flux, then any symplectomorphism in the Hamiltonian isotopy
class of φ with non-degenerate fixed points has at least 16 fixed points.
Proof. The autoequivalences of the category DbpE ˆ Eq are completely understood through
work of Mukai, Orlov and Polishchuk, see [75, 79]; those that act trivially on cohomology are
generated, modulo shift, by tensoring by line bundles and by translations of E ˆ E. On the
symplectic side, these correspond to the autoequivalences which either translate T 4, and have
non-zero flux, or equip Lagrangians with non-trivial local coefficients, which act trivially at the
level of spaces, i.e. on the points of T 4. Hence, φ has the same Floer cohomology as the identity
autoequivalence of FpT 4q (or symplectomorphism of T 4), which is just H˚pT 4q. 
5.4. Quadric hypersurfaces. Let X “ Q Ă P2k`1 denote an even-dimensional quadric hy-
persurface. Any quadric has at most one node, so X contains a distinguished Lagrangian sphere
L up to isotopy, the unique such which is the vanishing cycle of an algebraic degeneration. For
k ą 0 this has minimal Maslov number 2c1pQq ą 2 so lies in the zero-summand FpQ; 0q Ă FpQq.
(1) Let XÑ P1 denote the total space of a Lefschetz pencil of quadric hypersurfaces: all the
vanishing cycles are isotopic to the fixed Lagrangian L. It is straightforward to check
that the only holomorphic sections are those coming from blowing up the base-locus of
the pencil, hence evaluate in a single fibre to Q XQ1 Ă Q which is proportional to the
first Chern class. Hence Proposition 4.6 applies, and L split-generates FpQ; 0q.
(2) Alternatively, consider the map QH˚pQ; 0q Ñ HF ˚pL,Lq. Both spaces have rank 2,
the map is unital so non-trivial in degree 0, and since rLs ‰ 0 P H2kpQq the map is
non-trivial in degree 2k (both sides are mod 4k graded), so the second version of the
generation criterion also applies.
The algebra HF ˚pL,Lq is semi-simple. Generation by L implies that DpiFpQ; 0q is essentially
trivial (equivalent to modules over a sum of two fields, i.e. pairs of vector spaces), see [99]. Any
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simply-connected Lagrangian K Ă Q defines such a module, whose endomorphism algebra is
on the one hand HF ˚pK,Kq and on the other is a direct sum of two matrix algebras.
Since NminpKq “ 4k, the pearl model of Proposition 3.7 shows that the Oh spectral sequence
collapses for grading reasons, and HF ˚pK,Kq – H˚pKq additively. A fairly simple algebro-
geometric computation [15] shows that the quantum cohomology QH˚pQq contains an invertible
element a of degree 2k. Since CO0 is a unital ring homomorphism, product with CO0paq defines
an automorphism of (the Z{4k-graded group) HF ˚pK,Kq, which, considering the pearl model
for multiplication mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.7, is given by classical cup-product
with a|K and corrections of degree ď 2k ´ NminpKq “ ´2k. It follows that H˚pKq vanishes
in degrees 0 ă ˚ ă 2k, so K is a homology sphere. Since moreover H˚pKq is a sum of two
matrix algebras, it must be the sum of two one-dimensional such algebras, so K defines the
same module as L. It follows that K is isomorphic in FpQ; 0q to L, whence K X L ‰ H, and
no two simply-connected Lagrangians can be Hamiltonian disjoined from one another.
Any symplectomorphism of Q co-incides in AuteqpFpQ; 0qq – Z2 with the identity or the Dehn
twist τL which swaps the two idempotent summands of HF
˚pL,Lq. Since the coarse moduli
space Q of quadrics has fundamental group Z2, this means that the map of Question 2.4 is
injective in this case.
5.5. Toric Fano varieties. Let X be a toric Fano variety, with moment map µ : X Ñ t˚ and
moment image ∆. Maslov 2 discs with boundary on a fibre of the moment map are enumerated
by the codimension one facets of the moment polytope ∆, the counts of which can be assembled
into a Laurent polynomial W : intp∆q Ñ Λ whose monomial terms are determined by the
normal vectors to the facets of ∆, see [24, 25]. (The notation reflects the fact that this fits
into the general picture of potential functions mentioned in passing in Section 2.5. The divisor
D is the toric boundary of X, the moment map defines the Lagrangian fibration of XzD, and
the mirror Uˇ – pC˚qn. For P2, W px, yq “ x ` y ` λ{xy.) Example 3.9 implies that the Floer
cohomology of the given fibre of the moment map is non-trivial with some local system, i.e.
B1 “ 0, if and only if the relevant point of the moment polytope is a critical value of W .
Suppose X has even complex dimension n “ 2k and the spectrum of quantum product ˚c1pXq
is simple, so QH˚pXq “ ‘λQH˚pX;λq splits into a sum of fields. There are then rkpQH˚pXqq
distinct local systems ξj Ñ L over the toric fibre L lying over the barycentre b P ∆ with
respect to which HF ˚pξj , ξjq is non-zero, and in fact in each case then a Clifford algebra (see
e.g. [25, 45, 81]). The object pξj Ñ Lq splits into a sum of idempotents which are pairwise
isomorphic up to shift; the even-dimensional Clifford algebra is a matrix algebra, and the closed-
open map
QH˚pX;λjq ÝÑ K Ă HH˚pCln, Clnq
is an isomorphism onto the endomorphism subalgebra of any given idempotent summand, since
the map is unital and both sides have rank 1. Theorem 4.7 implies that the Fukaya category is
split-generated by pL, ξjq, so any Lagrangian K with HF pK,Kq ‰ 0 must intersect µ´1pbq.
5.6. The quartic surface. Let Q “ tz40 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` z43 “ 0u be the quartic K3 surface. The pencil
of quartics defined by
(5.2) λpz40 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ z43q ` z0z1z2z3
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is Lefschetz away from the fibre at λ “ 0, which is a union of co-ordinate hyperplanes. There
are 64 nodal fibres, which yields a collection of 64 Lagrangian spheres Vi in Q. A word in
positive Dehn twists in these spheres acts on FpQq by a shift [90], which implies by a variant
of Proposition 4.6 that these spheres split-generate (the map in (4.20) now vanishes for degree
reasons). Exploiting the symmetry properties of the situation, Seidel proved that
ApQq “ ‘i,jHF ˚pVi, Vjq – ΛpW q ¸ Γ64
for a four-dimensional complex vector space W and Γ64 Ă H Ă SLpW q the finite subgroup of or-
der 4 elements of a maximal torus H of SLpW q. The Hochschild cohomology HH˚pΛpW q¸Γ64q
contains a summand HH˚pΛpW qqΓ64 of equivariant polyvector fields. The subgroup correspond-
ing to non-curved deformations (where the Lagrangians stay unobstructed) has rank 7 in degree
2, and there is a unique class invariant under the Z4-subgroup of GLpW q which cyclically per-
mutes the co-ordinates. This symmetry preserves the pencil (5.2), and the A8-structure on
FpQq can be taken invariant in this sense. That means that at any given order in the Novikov
parameter, the relevant deformation is unique up to scale (spanned by the invariant polynomial
y0y1y2y3, with yi co-ordinates on W
˚). The upshot is that there is a unique Z4-equivariant
non-formal A8-structure on ApQq up to gauge equivalence. Seidel checks non-formality [90],
and that pins down the quasi-isomorphism class of DpiFpQq.
In both this case and that of the genus 2 curve considered previously, the appearance of an
exterior algebra is rather magical. There is a more conceptual explanation [91, 94], coming
from a canonical immersed Lagrangian P Ă Pnztpn`2q hyperplanesu which has exterior algebra
Floer cohomology, and for which the collections of circles tγiu Ă Σ2 or spheres tViu Ă Q arise
as the total preimage of P under a ramified covering of projective space. The construction of
P is in turn inspired by ideas related to the SYZ viewpoint on mirror symmetry.
Selected references. For T 2, see [77, 78, 63, 64]. For superpotentials and toric varieties, see
[11, 24, 25, 45, 81, 105]. For Fukaya categories of higher genus surfaces, Calabi-Yau or Fano
hypersurfaces and some complete intersections, see [32, 95, 96, 99].
6. Further directions
Once one accepts the Fukaya category as an object of basic interest in symplectic topology,
it is natural to consider invariants of symplectic manifolds defined through that category, or
properties of symplectic manifolds which are natural from the viewpoint of the Fukaya category.
6.1. Stability conditions. A triangulated category C has an associated complex manifold
StabpCq of stability conditions [18], which under mild hypotheses on C is finite-dimensional.
Stab(Cq carries an action of the group GpCq “AuteqpCq of autoequivalences, and can be viewed
as an attempt to build directly from C a geometric model for the classifying space BGpCq: in the
few known cases StabpCq has or is conjectured to have contractible universal cover (cf. [106]).
Let KpCq denote the Grothendieck group of C, the free abelian group on Ob C modulo relations
from exact triangles rConepa : A Ñ Bqs “ rBs ´ rAs. A stability condition σ “ pZ,Pq on C
consists of a group homomorphism Z : KpCq Ñ C called the central charge, and full additive
subcategories Ppφq Ă C for each φ P R, which together satisfy the following axioms:
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(a) if E P Ppφq then ZpEq P Rą0 ¨ eipiφ Ă C,
(b) for all φ P R, Ppφ` 1q “ Ppφqr1s,
(c) if φ1 ą φ2 and Aj P Ppφjq then HomCpA1, A2q “ 0,
(d) for each 0 ‰ E P C there is a finite sequence of real numbers φ1 ą φ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą φk and a
collection of triangles
0 E0 // E1 //
  
E2 //
  
. . . // Ek´1 // Ek
  
E
A1
^^
A2
^^
Ak
``
with Aj P Ppφjq for all j;
(e) (the support property) for some norm } ¨ } on KpDq bR there is a constant C ą 0 such
that }γ} ă C ¨ |Zpγq| for all classes γ P KpDq represented by σ-semistable objects in D.
Theorem 6.1 (Bridgeland). The space StabpCq has the structure of a complex manifold, such
that the forgetful map
pi : StabpCq ÝÑ HomZpKpCq,Cq
taking a stability condition to its central charge, is a local isomorphism.
Since StabpCq is locally modelled on a fixed vector space which has an integral lattice, it inherits
a great deal of geometry: a flat Ka¨hler metric, an affine structure, a Lebesgue measure, etc. The
group of triangulated autoequivalences AuteqpCq acts on StabpCq preserving all this structure.
It is important that the category C is Z-graded, i.e. that the shift functor is not periodic, so
this theory is relevant to symplectic manifolds with 2c1 “ 0.
Example 6.2. Let Y Ñ C be the affine An-threefold, which is a Lefschetz fibration with generic
fibre T ˚S2, and with n ` 1 ě 3 singular fibres. Y then retracts to an An-chain of Lagrangian
spheres. There is a connected component of StabpFpY qq whose quotient by the subgroup of
autoequivalences preserving that component is isomorphic to Confn`10 pCq{Zn`3 (where the cyclic
group acts by multiplication by an pn` 3q-rd root of unity). See [20].
Let tř3i“0 z4i “ 0u “ Q Ă P3 be the Fermat quartic K3 surface. This carries an action of
the group Z44 by multiplying co-ordinates by roots of unity; denote by Γ – Z34 the subgroup of
elements which preserve the holomorphic volume form (so xi ÞÑ ξixi with śi ξi “ 1). Let Qˇ be
a crepant resolution of the orbifold Q{Γ. A conjectural case of mirror symmetry “dual” to [90]
asserts that (for a suitable Ka¨hler form on Qˇ)
(6.1) DbpQq ?» DpiFpQˇq.
Indeed by varying the Ka¨hler parameters of Qˇ one expects to obtain Fukaya categories dual to
derived categories of sheaves on quartics Q1 arising as small complex deformations of Q. There
are representations
pi1pMpQˇqq ÝÑ pi0SymppQˇq ÝÑ AuteqpDpiFpQˇqq.
Bridgeland and Bayer [19, 14] computed StabpQ1q, where Q1 is a generic (Picard rank 1) quartic,
and thereby AuteqpDbpQ1qq (e.g. the “Torelli group” of autoequivalences acting trivially on K-
theory, modulo shifts, is an infinite rank free group). A proof of (6.1) would imply that, for
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suitably generic Ka¨hler forms, all (Z-graded, Calabi-Yau) autoequivalences of DpiFpQˇq arise
from monodromy of algebraic families (contrast to Section 4.7.2 and [99]).
6.2. Orlov spectrum. A strong generator for a split-closed triangulated category C is an object
E P C for which every object of C is a summand of some twisted complex on E, i.e. for which
TwpixEy “ C, where x¨y denotes the triangulated subcategory generated by repeatedly taking
shifts and cones. Given a strong generator, its generation time UpEq is the least n such that
the entire category C is obtained by taking summands of twisted complexes of length at most
n` 1 (i.e. involving taking n cones) The Orlov spectrum of a triangulated category is
OSpecpCq “ tUpEq | E P C, UpEq ă 8u Ă Zě0.
For instance, if C “ DbpZq is the derived category of coherent sheaves, it essentially follows from
the existence of resolutions of sheaves by vector bundles which, in turn, are globally generated
after sufficient twisting, that a finite sum of powers of an ample line bundle is a strong generator.
The infimum and supremum of the Orlov spectrum give two different notions of the dimension
of a triangulated category.
Example 6.3. The “shift” version of Proposition 4.6 mentioned in Section 5.6 implies [13] that
if a collection of spherical objects S1, . . . , Sn in C satisfy a positive relation TSi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsir “ rks
for some k, then ‘iSi is a strong generator with generation time at most r ´ 1. Such positive
relations can be constructed from classical Dehn twists on curves, and it follows that FpΣgq
always admits a strong generator given by the direct sum G of 2g simple closed curves which
form an A2g-chain and with generation time 4g ď UpGq ď 8g.
Example 6.4. Let Σ2 be a curve of genus 2. From Section 5.2, the category FpΣ2q is equivalent
to the A8-structure on Λ˚pC3q induced by the Maurer-Cartan element z1z2z3 ` z51 ` z52 ` z53.
Constraints on the Orlov spectra of hypersurface singularities were obtained in [13], and the
supremum of the Orlov spectrum in this case is ă 29 (more generally ă 12g ` 5 for Σg).
Sophisticated potential relations between Orlov spectra and classical algebro-geometric ratio-
nality questions have been extensively explored and promulgated by Katzarkov, see [55, 13]
(such relations essentially stem from constraints upon the Orlov spectrum imposed by semi-
orthogonal decompositions of categories arising from blow-ups). The geometric significance of
the Orlov spectrum of a Fukaya category remains largely mysterious, although explicit lower
bounds would give constraints on possible positive relations amongst Dehn twists, and hence
on the topology of Lefschetz fibrations with a given symplectic manifold as fibre.
6.3. Non-commutative vector fields. For any a P H1pX;Rq there is a Floer cohomology
group associated to the end-point φa of a path of symplectomorphisms with flux a. There is
thus a basic connection between H1 and symplectic dynamics. On the other hand, in Gromov-
Witten theory or viewed as the domain of CO, QH˚pXq is typically only mod-2 graded, and all
the odd degree cohomology of X lives on (more-or-less) the same footing. With this motivation,
Seidel introduced new flux-type invariants which probe the symplectic dynamics of HoddpXq.
The philosophical big picture might run as follows. An A8-category C has a “derived Picard
group”, with tangent spaceHH1pC, Cq. Given a particularHH1-class (“non-commutative vector
field”), one can consider whether or not it integrates to a “periodic flow” on the “moduli space of
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objects” in C. Making this precise has obvious pitfalls: even in a model situation (for instance C
the derived category of sheaves on a smooth variety Z and the HH1-class coming from H0pTZq),
one does not expect a polynomial vector field to integrate to an algebraic flow. Seidel’s insight
is that one can nonetheless make sense of algebraic orbits of the (non-existent) flow.
It is technically easier to define a notion of “doubly periodic” orbits. Fix an elliptic curve S¯ over
the Novikov field, together with a nowhere zero differential η P Ω1
S¯
. Working Zariski-locally over
S¯, the notion of a twisted complex of objects of C generalises to a complex whose coefficients
are modules over the ring of functions R of an affine S Ă S¯, i.e. vector bundles over S. Families
of objects of C over S are functors from Copp to the dg-category of complexes of projective
R-modules. This leads to an extended category CR, which has an associated derived category
PerfpCRq of perfect modules. Projective R-modules G admit essentially unique connections, i.e.
maps GÑ Ω1SbG satisfying the Leibniz property. A family with connection P has an associated
infintesimal deformation class DefpPq, given by using the connection to differentiate the internal
differential in the underlying twisted complex. This leads to a natural map
(6.2) Def : HHoddpCR, CRq ÝÑ H1phomPerfpCRqpP,Pqq
for any family P P CR. On the other hand, there is a natural map of algebraic vector bundles
(6.3) ∇ : TS ÝÑ H1phomPerfpCRqpP,Pqq
which measures how the family of objects deforms in a given direction in S. We say that an
object P follows the deformation field ras P HHoddpCR, CRq if (6.2) and (6.3) are related by
∇ “ η bDefprasq
where η is the fixed 1-form on S¯. A family which follows the deformation field is regarded as
belonging to an algebraic orbit of the formal flow associated to ras. We then define the subset
PerpCq Ă HHoddpC, Cq
of periodic elements to be those classes ras for which every object A extends to a family A over
an affine S Ă S¯ which follows the field ras. Thus, periodic classes are ones for which all objects
can be made the special fibres of families over S Ă S¯.
For this to be useful, one needs ways of showing classes are or are not periodic. If X Ñ S¯
is a trivial symplectic fibre bundle, the algebraic notion of family of objects is sufficiently
close to geometry to infer that trivial product families of Lagrangian submanifolds are indeed
families of objects, and to conclude that classes coming from H1pS¯q are periodic. On the other
hand, if X Ñ S¯ is a non-trivial mapping torus, one can hope to show that classes in H1pS¯q
are not periodic by Floer cohomology computations. Going back to the question of existence
versus uniqueness of flows for algebraic vector fields, Seidel shows that if a family A following
a deformation field ras exists, it is unique, and hence its pullback to any finite cover is unique.
Using the existence of symplectomorphisms f (arising as monodromy of X Ñ S¯) for which
HF ˚pfmq carries a non-trivial Zm-action, one can aim to produce distinct families following a
fixed deformation on an m-fold covering of X, violating periodicity of a particular class on X
itself. Whilst these examples amount to embedding classical flux in the more abstract notion of
periodicity, the pay-off is that periodic elements are an invariant of the Fukaya category, which
gives some robustness under surgery operations which kill the fundamental group (subcritical
handle addition in the exact case, or passing to certain blow-ups in the closed case).
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Example 6.5. Let K Ă P3 be a quartic K3 surface. Let X1 “ K2ˆT 2 and X2 “ S1ˆY , with Y
the mapping torus of a symplectomorphism f of K2 which is differentiably but not symplectically
trivial (this is a more complicated version of the squared Dehn twist). One can embed the Xi
into K7 by an h-principle. Seidel [92] shows that for suitable f the blow-ups Z1 “ BlX1pK7q
and Z2 “ BlX2pK7q are symplectically distinct, although they are diffeomorphic and deformation
equivalent (hence have the same Gromov-Witten invariants, quantum cohomology etc). They are
distinguished by the subsets PerpZiq Ă QHoddpZiq – HHoddpFpZiq,FpZiqq; for Z1 both classes
in H3pZ1q coming from H1pT 2q are periodic, whilst for Z2 the periodic subset intersects that
2-dimensional lattice in a single copy of Z.
Selected references. For stability conditions on Fukaya categories, see [60, 100, 102]. For
Katzarkov’s program, see [13, 56, 55]. For non-commutative vector fields, see [93, 92, 6].
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